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Appendix 9.5: Visual effects on residents
1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

This appendix considers the visual effects of the Proposed Development on
residents along the route. All residential locations within 1km of the
proposed route have been considered where they fall within the Zone of
Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) of the Proposed Development (see Figure 9.3
maps 1 to 3 (Volume 6.3)). The amount of detailed assessment undertaken
however is commensurate with the proximity of the residential locations and
the likely level of effect.

1.1.2

Residential receptors (including holiday accommodation) are identified as
individual residential properties (R), groups of properties (G), settlements (S)
and holiday accommodation (H). Settlements are defined as larger groups
of contiguous built up development generally forming part or all of a named
town or village that would experience broadly the same degree of change in
view and significance of visual effects. A check of planning applications has
been undertaken to ensure that recently consented holiday lets are
acknowledged in the assessment. Properties have been grouped only
where visual effects are anticipated to be similar. The location of each
residential receptor is shown on Figure 1 within this appendix. In addition,
the distribution of residential locations is also annotated on Figure 9.4 maps
1 to 4 (Volume 6.3) of the main landscape and visual chapter.

1.1.3

In accordance with the agreed scope of the assessment, temporary
construction phase visual effects are considered for those residential
locations that are close to underground sections of the route. The likely
duration of visible trenching and directional drilling activity is indicated where
relevant. The temporary construction phase visual effects of overhead
sections of the route (away from the off-line construction compounds) are all
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recorded as not significant and have not been assessed in detail (other than
where visual effects would arise as a consequence of clearance of highway
visibility splays, access roads or the undergrounding of existing overhead
WPD assets).
1.1.4

Operational phase visual effects are considered for both underground and
overhead sections of the route. In the case of underground sections this
focuses on the longer term effects of any tree or other vegetation removal
that may occur during trenching or directional drilling works. In the case of
the Proposed Development this combines the effect of any vegetation
removal with the introduction of the new above-ground infrastructure.

1.2

Approach

1.2.1

The schedule below provides a baseline description of visual conditions at
each residential location; an assessment of the combined sensitivity of these
locations based on criteria provided in section 9.4 of the main report; and an
assessment of the significance of the likely visual effects (construction and
operational taking account of all assessment criteria set out within the
methodology provided in section 9.4 of the main landscape and visual
chapter of this assessment (Volume 6.2)).

1.2.2

The assessment of combined sensitivity identifies whether the visual effect
may arise as a result of either principally an overhead (O) or underground
(U) section of the route (in some instances the location may be affected by
both and its combined sensitivity to each may vary). The combined visual
sensitivity of residents to the Proposed Development is generally considered
to be high. Where a lower value is indicated, reasoning is provided (e.g.
where the value likely to be attached to the available view by the resident is
likely to be lower than is typically the case such as visual effects on a
working farm).

1.2.3

The assessments combine separate consideration of the degree of visual
2
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change that would occur (including the extent (or length) of the Proposed
Development that would potentially be visible), the duration over which the
visual change would persist (in this regard the Proposed Development is
treated as a permanent feature but this may vary depending on changes to
surrounding vegetation cover) and whether the change is likely to be
reversible (all visual changes associated with this development are generally
considered to be potentially reversible (i.e. the Proposed Development could
be removed and vegetation generally re-establish) and only those locations
where effects are likely to be irreversible are highlighted in the table (e.g.
where unique/rare landscape components or mature/‘veteran’ trees are to be
removed).
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Table 1: Detailed assessment table: Schedule of construction and operational phase visual effects on residents
Locations are ordered from south to north along the route of the Proposed Development and, to assist clarity, the project landscape

character area (pLCA) within which they fall is also identified.
Ref

Receptor and baseline conditions

Visual sensitivity to
the development
(combined
susceptibility and
value)
O – Proposed
Development
U – underground
cable

Effect (change and significance)
(i)
Construction phase
(ii)
Operational phase

pLCA1: Nant Morlais West of Llandyfaelog (see Figure 1 map 1)
G1

Maes Yr Awel, Nonam House, Nyth Y Wennol,
Penyrheol, Golygfa, and Cifeithy-uchaf
Group of single and two-storey properties with open
views. Views incorporate pylons along the 33kV EE
line.

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): Topography restricts views from Maes
Yr Awel, Nonam House Penyreheol and Nyth Y Wennol. The
upper sections of poles 1 and 2 are likely to be visible from
Golygfa and Cifeithy-uchaf. At such a distance views of the tops
of poles from these properties would be barely perceptible.
Overall negligible degree of change in view. Visual changes
would be permanent but fully reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

G2

Cilfeithy Farm, The Old Chapel, Glen View, Glan
Morlais-uchaf, Coed-y-Brain and Cherry Trees,
Group of single and two-storey properties located at
a lower elevation on slopes overlooking the
Gwendraith Fach valley. Views incorporate pylons
along the 33kV EE line and 132kV line.

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development would be
glimpsed at a considerable distance. Tree cover and
topography restrict views of the Proposed Development from
these properties. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall no change in view.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

S3

Landyfaelog

High (O)

(i)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
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R4

R5

Linear settlement of single and two-storey
properties orientated towards the minor country lane
which passes through the village. Views
incorporate pylons along the 132kV line and 400kV
line.

Holiday let consented
within village.

(ii)

Operational phase (O): Views of the Proposed Development
would be screened by topography. No visual changes arising as
a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall no
change in view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

Penyback
Farm property with aspect orientated northwest
towards the Proposed Development, but located at
a slightly lower elevation. A group of mature
hedgerow trees filter views from the front of the
property. Agricultural buildings to the south and
east surround the property. Views include the
132kV line and 11kV overhead lines.

Medium-High (O)
Working farm property,
views to the north likely
to be valued by
occupants.

(i)

Construction phase (O): The undergrounding of the existing
11kV overhead line between poles 5 and 6 would be visible to
the northwest of the property. Overall low degree of change in
view. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 6 at a distance of
approximately 150m from the east elevation. The Proposed
Development would be seen against sky to the northwest
approximately between poles 6 to 8 and against trees at pole 5.
Visual changes would arise as a result of tree removal to the
west within woodland surrounding the Nant Morlais at poles 4 to
5. Overall medium degree of change in view associated with
approximately 560m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees
within the view. Significant (moderate) visual effect.

Cilwg
Single storey property with aspect orientated
southeast towards the Proposed Development.
Velux windows in roof. Garden vegetation
surrounding the property is low in height facilitating
open views towards the Proposed Development.
Field boundary roadside hedgerow has the potential
to screen views during summer months. Oblique
views include the 33kV EE, 132kV and 11kV
overhead lines.

High (O)

(i)

(ii)

(ii)
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Construction phase (O): The undergrounding of the existing
11kV overhead line between poles 5 and 6 would be visible to
the southeast of the property. However, the high roadside
hedgerow would assist in partially screening views. Overall low
degree of change in view. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 6 at a distance of
approximately 170m from the front elevation. The Proposed
Development would be seen against sky to the southeast at pole
6 and against trees at pole 5. Poles 7 to 9 would be visible in
views to the east and northeast (additional poles may be visible
but barely perceptible and therefore not significant). Visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management may be visible from roof windows given that lower
storey views are likely to be restricted by roadside hedgerow.
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Overall medium degree of change to view associated with
approximately 530m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Significant (moderate) visual
effect.
R6

Cilgadan Fawr
Two-storey property with aspect orientated
southeast towards the Proposed Development.
Large, mature, broadleaf trees and hedgerow are
located along the southern boundary of the property
along the roadside. Large agricultural buildings
enclose views to the east.

Medium (O)
Working farm
properties.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 1 at a distance of
approximately 190m from the front elevation. Views of the
Proposed Development would be filtered by mature vegetation.
No visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G7

Panteg, Nantygoitre Uchaf, Blaencwm
Single and two-storey properties with aspects
orientated to take advantage of views over the Nant
Moorlais valley. Garden vegetation present, filtering
views southeast towards the Proposed
Development. Views incorporate pylons along the
33kV EE line and 132kV line.

Medium- High (O)
Working farm
properties. Holiday let
consented at barns.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development would be
viewed at a considerable distance. Garden vegetation would
filter views of the Proposed Development from these properties.
However, the Proposed Development is likely to be glimpsed
approximately between poles 1 to 8 from upper storey windows
(additional poles may be visible, but barely perceptible and
therefore not significant). Limited visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible
degree of change to view associated with approximately 870m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible. Not significant (negligible) visual effect.

R8

Cilgadarn Fach
Two-storey property, orientated to face south
towards the Proposed Development. Located in an
area of lower elevation. Medium to short distance
views are available to the south, filtered by mature
garden vegetation. Mature hedgerow trees and
broadleaf woodland located along the Nant Moorlais
river enclose views to the south.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 7 at a distance of
approximately 560m from the southeast elevation. The
surrounding woodland would screen views of the Proposed
Development. Glimpsed views may be possible from upper
storey windows. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not significant (negligible) visual effect.
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Pen-y-Fedw
Two-storey property orientated to face southeast
towards the Proposed Development. The property
is located in an elevated position overlooking the
Nant Moorlais valley. Main views to the south are
medium to long distance and generally open
however garden vegetation and a mature hedgerow
tree provide minor filtering. Agricultural buildings
enclose views to the east. Medium distance, open
views are available to the north and west. Views
incorporate pylons along the 33kV EE line, 132kV
line and 400kV lines.
Constant Farm
Two-storey property, orientated to face west away
from the Proposed Development. The property is
located in an elevated position. Open medium to
long distance views are available to the west and
south. Agricultural buildings enclose views to the
east. Views incorporate pylons along the 33kV EE
line and 132kV line.

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 10 at a distance of
approximately 390m from the southeast elevation. The
surrounding woodland in the valley bottom would screen views
of the Proposed Development. No visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall no change
of view. Not significant (negligible) visual effect.

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 11 at a distance of
approximately 960m from the southwest elevation. The
Proposed Development is likely to be visible approximately
between poles 1 to 3. Minor visual changes arising as a result
of vegetation removal or management would be barely
perceptible. Visual changes would be permanent but
irreversible. Overall negligible change of view associated with
approximately 200m of the route. Not significant (negligible)
visual effect.

G11

Uplands Lodge, West Uplands Lodge,
Hollythorn
Single storey properties, orientated to face south.
The properties are located in an elevated position.
Mature garden vegetation filters views to the south
from Hollythorn. High garden hedgerow filter views
to the south from Uplands Lodge and West Uplands
Lodge. Views incorporate pylons along the 33kV
EE line, 132kV line and 400kV line.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible)
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 14 at a distance of
approximately 630m from the south elevation of Uplands Lodge.
The surrounding topography and mature trees would screen
views of the Proposed Development. No visual changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall no
change to view. Not significant (negligible) visual effect.

G12

Ffynnon Wen & Blackbush
Single storey properties. Ffynnon Wen is orientated
to face the southwest with medium distance views

High (O)

(i)

Construction phase (O): Glimpsed views of the undergrounding
of the existing 11kV overhead line between poles 9 and 10
would be barely discernible between garden trees, at an oblique

R9

R10
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over the valley bottom. Blackbush faces northwest
towards the Proposed Development with medium
distance views over the valley. A small group of
mature garden vegetation filters views to the east
from Ffynnon Wen. Mature garden trees and
shrubs screen views to the northeast from
Blackbush. Medium distance views northwest
towards the Proposed Development are open from
both properties. Views incorporate pylons along the
33kV EE line, 132kV line and 400kV line.

(ii)

angle in views to the northeast of the Blackbush. Overall
negligible degree of change in view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 9 at a distance of
approximately 100m from the northwest elevation of Ffynnon
Wen. The Proposed Development is likely to be visible between
poles 7 to 10 against a background of woodland and farmland
(additional poles may be visible but at a greater distance and
therefore less significant). Garden trees would filter views of the
Proposed Development to the east. No visual changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management as the removal
or management of trees along the woodland edge at pole 9
would be avoided. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 400m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.

pLCA2: Coastal Hills North West of Llandyfaelog (see Figure 1 map 1)
R13

Tynewydd
Two-storey property orientated to face south. Long
distance open views available to the south. Views
to the northwest are filtered through garden
vegetation and enclosed by the rising topography.
Agricultural buildings enclose views to the
southwest. Open views available to the east.
Views incorporate pylons along the 132kV line.

Medium(O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 11 at a distance of
approximately 270m from the north elevation of the property.
The Proposed Development is likely to be glimpsed
approximately between the upper sections of poles 11 to 12.
The poles would be seen against a background of sky. No
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 140m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R14

Cross Inn Cottage
Two-storey property orientated northwest with
medium distance views over the Nant Morlais valley
bottom. Mature garden trees and shrubs filter views
from the rear and west elevations of the property.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at pole 16 at a distance of approximately
80m from the rear elevation. Mature garden vegetation filters
views of the Proposed Development to the south and west.

8
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Views incorporate pylons along the 132kV line and
400kV line.

Distant views of the Proposed Development in the vicinity of
poles 20 to 22 are likely to be glimpsed, forming a very minor
element within the view against a background of land and
mature field boundary trees. Poles 13 to 15 are likely to be
glimpsed in oblique views to the southwest, filtered through
garden vegetation (additional poles may be visible, but barely
perceptible and therefore not significant). Minor visual changes
resulting from the removal of trees within the valley bottom
would form a small element within the view. Overall low degree
of change to view associated with approximately 1.15km of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent, but irreversible due
to the removal of trees in distant views to the northeast. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.

R15

Lanfryn
Single storey property facing southwest. The
absence of garden vegetation results in open views
from the property in all directions. Views from the
rear of the property to the northeast over the valley
bottom are panoramic and long distance. Views to
the southwest are short distance over slightly
elevated agricultural fields and are largely screened
by field boundary hedgerow. Views incorporate a
lower voltage overhead line and a high number of
pylons along the 400kV, 132 kV lines.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located at pole 17 at a distance of approximately
80m from the west elevation of the property. In views to the
northeast poles 18 to 22 would be seen against a background of
trees and agricultural fields (additional poles may be visible but
at a greater distance and therefore less significant). In addition
to this, minor visual changes resulting from the removal of trees
within the valley bottom would be a small yet visible change.
The existing wirescape would limit the degree of change at this
location. Overall medium degree of change to view associated
with approximately 890m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but irreversible. Significant (moderate) visual effect.

R16

Crugan Fawr
Two-storey southeast/northwest facing property.
Views to the southeast and northeast are filtered
through agricultural buildings. Open views are
available to the north and northwest and incorporate
a lower voltage overhead line and upper sections of
pylons along the 400kV line.

Medium(O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 17 at a distance of
approximately 440m from the northwest elevation of the
property. The Proposed Development is likely to be glimpsed
from upper storey windows approximately between poles 16 to
18 (additional poles may be visible but at a greater distance and
therefore less significant). The upper section of these poles
would be seen against a background of sky. No visual changes
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arising as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 370m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.
G17

Cwmafael, Coedlline, Crugan Fach
Farm properties located at a lower elevation along
the valley slopes of the Gwendraeth Fach. Views
incorporate the 400kV line pylons.

Medium(O)
Working farm
properties.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at some distance from the properties.
Topography restricts views of the Proposed Development
resulting in no visual change. No visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible
degree of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G18

Llygad Yr Efail, Llyswen, Star Forge
Two storey properties (Llygad Yr Efail is a bed and
breakfast) facing northeast. There are open views
in all directions over the Nant Moorlais valley bottom
due to an absence of garden vegetation to provide
visual screening. Sheds to the rear of Star Forge
screen views to the southwest from lower storeys.
Views incorporate a lower voltage overhead line and
a high number of pylons along the 400kV and
132kV lines along with the A484.

High (O)

(i)

Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line that may occur between
poles 21 and 22 would be screened by hedgerow trees. No
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not
Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 17 at a distance of
approximately 250m from the south elevation of Llydad Yr Efail.
The Proposed Development is likely to be visible to the south
against a largely agricultural background approximately between
poles 13-16. In views to the northeast the Proposed
Development is likely to be visible against a sky background
from approximately poles 17 to 18 as the line descends into the
valley bottom. In the valley bottom poles 19 to 22 are likely to
be visible between field boundary trees. Additional poles may
be visible but at a greater distance and therefore less significant.
Minor visual changes arising from the management of hedgerow
at pole18 and the removal of field boundary trees at pole 22
within the valley bottom. Changes to the view arising from
vegetation removal would form a small element within the view.
Overall medium degree of change to view associated with

(ii)
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approximately 1.3km of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Significant (moderate) visual
effect.
G19

Llwynlednais, Uplands Arms , Uplands Arm
Farm
Llwynlednais and Uplands Arms are two-storey
properties whist Uplands Arm Farm is a single
storey property. All properties are orientated
towards the southeast with panoramic views over
the Nant Moorlais valley. Enclosing garden
vegetation screens lower storey views from Uplands
Arms with open views available from upper storeys
only. Open views are available from the ground
floor of both Llwynlednais and Uplands Arm Farm
due to a lack of garden vegetation. Mature
broadleaf field boundary trees screen views of the
valley bottom to the south from Uplands Arm Farm.
Views incorporate a high number of pylons along
the 400kV and 132 kV lines along with the A484.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible)
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 20 at a distance of
approximately 380m from the south elevation of Uplands Arm
Farm. The Proposed Development would be visible to the south
as it crosses the southern valley sides and descends into the
valley bottom approximately from poles 13 to 19. The upper
sections of poles 16 to 18 would be seen against a sky
background with the remaining poles seen against agricultural
fields. Additional poles may be visible but at a greater distance
and therefore less significant. The Proposed Development
would be seen at some distance from the properties. However,
its position close to the ridgeline within open fields would create
a visible but small element in the view. Barely perceptible visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management in the valley bottom. Overall low degree of change
to view associated with approximately 750m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but irreversible due to the barely
perceptible removal of trees in the valley bottom. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.

R20

Llwyncelyn
Two-storey farm property facing east. Densely
planted mature hedgerow trees enclose views to the
east. Agricultural buildings enclose views to the
south and southwest. Views incorporate a lower
voltage overhead line.

Medium(O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 22 at a distance of
approximately 390m from the east elevation of the property.
Mature hedgerow trees and agricultural buildings would restrict
views of the Proposed Development. No visual changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

R21

Llwyngwcw
Two-storey farm property facing south. Medium

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
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distance views available to the south enclosed by
dense hedgerow trees. Agricultural buildings
enclose views to the southeast and east. Clear
view of 400kV line pylons to the east.

R22

Beili-glas
Two-storey, east facing property. Positioned at a
slightly lower elevation than road level. Open
medium distance views available to the southeast.
Rising topography and field boundary trees enclose
views to the south. Clear view of 400kV line pylons
and the A484 to the east.

Development is located in the vicinity of pole 22 at a distance of
approximately 380m from the south elevation of the property.
The upper sections of the Proposed Development are likely to
be visible just visible above mature hedgerow trees between
poles 22 to 24 in views to the south. Barely perceptible changes
arising as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 240m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent, but fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.
High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 22 at a distance of
approximately 480m from the east elevation of the property. In
views to the southeast the Proposed Development would be
glimpsed from approximately poles 22 to 24 against a
background of trees, sky and existing pylons. Barely perceptible
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view.
Visual changes would be permanent, but irreversible due to the
removal of mature field boundary trees. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

pLCA3: Southwest of Bancycapel (see Figure 1 map 1)
G23

Towy Castle Farm, Bryntowy Farm, Gellylednais,
Towy Castle House
Cluster of east-west facing, two-storey properties.
Mature densely planted field boundary trees enclose
long views toward the Proposed Development from
the southeast to the northeast.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 22 at a distance of
approximately 970m from the south elevation of Gellylednais.
The surrounding mature hedgerow trees would restrict views of
the Proposed Development. No visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible
degree of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G24

Rama House, Glasfryn, Green Hill, Arfryn,

High (O)

(i)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
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Caeralow
Cluster of east-west facing, single and two-storey
properties. Medium distance open views filtered
through intermittent garden vegetation available to
the south east and east. Mature densely planted
field boundary trees within the wider landscape
enclose views towards the Proposed Development.
Views incorporate the 400kV line pylons and the
A484.

(ii)

Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 30 at a distance of
approximately 520m from the east elevation of Caeralow. The
surrounding mature hedgerow trees would restrict views of the
Proposed Development for all properties with the exception of
Rama House where the upper section of poles 22 to 25 are
likely to be glimpsed in the distance. No visual changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible due to the removal of mature field
boundary trees. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R25

Parry’s Castle
Property surrounded by mature, densely planted
garden trees enclosing views in all directions. Field
boundary trees within the wider landscape provide
additional screening to views.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 30 at a distance of
approximately 240m from the east elevation of the property.
The surrounding mature garden and hedgerow trees would
screen views of the Proposed Development to the south and
east. The top of pole 30 would be glimpsed in views to the east.
No visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view.
Visual changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R26

Bwlch-y-gwynt
Two-storey, east/west facing farm property. Garden
vegetation appears to be mature with the capacity to
filter potential views of open farmland to the west.
Farm buildings to the north and east enclose the
residential property. Surrounding field boundary
trees enclose views.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 26 at a distance of
approximately 200m from the rear elevation. Mature garden
vegetation would filter views of the Proposed Development to
the west. The Proposed Development is likely to be visible
between poles 24 to 27 (additional poles may be visible but at a
greater distance and therefore less significant). Overall medium
degree of change to view associated with approximately 400m
of the route. No visual changes arising from the removal of
vegetation. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
reversible. Significant (moderate) visual effect.
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R27

Gwynfryn
Two-storey property facing southeast. Views
towards the Proposed Development from the
ground floor are filtered by hedgerow and hedgerow
trees to the front of the property and mature garden
vegetation enclosing the rear of the property. Long
distance views from upper storey windows to the
northeast and northwest are likely to be filtered by
mature garden and mature trees along the
surrounding field boundaries. Long views over
agricultural fields are likely to be available from
upper-storey windows to the south.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at pole 29 at a distance of approximately
140m from the west elevation of the property. The proposed
route would not be visible from ground floor rooms due to
screening from vegetation. The upper sections of poles 29 to 31
would be seen from upper storey rear windows against a sky
background filtered through field boundary and garden trees
(additional poles may be visible but at a greater distance and
therefore less significant). There is the potential for pole 26 to
be visible on the edge of upper storey views from the front of the
house. Minor visual changes arising as a result of vegetation
removal or management. Overall low degree of change to view
associated with approximately 600km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but irreversible due to the removal
of mature field boundary trees. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.

G28

Forest Isaf and Forest Uchaf
Two-storey farmhouse properties set within a
complex of farm buildings. Both properties are
positioned at a lower elevation than the road.
Mature field boundary trees and garden vegetation
surround both properties and filter views to the
north.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at pole 35 at a distance of approximately
250m from the north elevation of Forest Uchaf. The proposed
route would not be visible from ground floor rooms due to
screening from vegetation and topography. There is a possibility
that the upper sections of the Proposed Development
approximately between poles 31-38 would be glimpsed between
trees from upper storey windows, where it would be seen
against a sky background (additional poles may be visible but at
a greater distance and therefore less significant). No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 950m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R29

Pen-y-maes
Property surrounded by agricultural buildings to the

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
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south and east and mature broadleaf woodland to
the west.

Development is located at a distance of in excess of 800m.
Mature woodland and field boundary trees would restrict views
of the Proposed Development. No visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible
degree of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

R30

FForest Ganol
Northwest facing property. Views to the north are
enclosed by mature broadleaf woodland.

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at a distance of in excess of 800m.
Mature woodland would restrict views of the Proposed
Development. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R31

Iscwm Farm
East facing property. Located within a small river
valley. Mature broadleaf woodland encloses views
to the north and west.

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at a distance of in excess of 700m.
Mature woodland would restrict views of the Proposed
Development. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R32

Bryncoch
Southeast facing, two-storey property with long
open views to the north, south and west.
Agricultural buildings enclose views to the east.
The view incorporates two small scale wind
turbines.

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 32 at a distance of
approximately 440m from the south elevation of the property.
Agricultural buildings would largely obscure views of the
Proposed Development to the east. Mature, broadleaf field
boundary trees would obscure views of the Proposed
Development to the south. No visual changes arising as a result
of vegetation removal or management. It is likely that the
Proposed Development would be visible approximately between
poles 30 to 32 and pole 34. Visible poles would be viewed at
such a distance as to be barely perceptible. Overall negligible
degree of change to view associated with approximately 590m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
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reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
R33

Pantgwyn
Two-storey, southeast facing properties located on
lower lying Towy valley slopes.

Medium(O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 900m from the properties.
Views of the Proposed Development are restricted by landform.
Overall no change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G34

Lan House and Lan Cottage
Lan House is a two-storey property facing southeast
and enclosed by mature front garden and hedgerow
trees which filter views to the southeast. Lan
Cottage is a southeast facing, single storey building
with velux windows set into the roof. Ground floor
views from the front of this property are enclosed by
high hedgerow however short distance, open views
to the south east towards the Proposed
Development are available from upper storey
windows.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 37 at a distance of
approximately 220m from the south elevation of Lan Cottage.
The proposed route would not be visible from ground floor
rooms due to screening from vegetation and topography. The
upper sections of poles 33-38 would be seen from upper storey
roof windows against a sky background. No visual changes
arising as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall low degree of change to view associated with
approximately 660m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located at pole 39 at a distance of approximately
290m from the north elevation of Harddfan. The upper sections
of the Proposed Development are likely to be visible
approximately from poles 38 to 45 and would be seen crossing
the view against a sky background (additional poles may be
visible but barely perceptible and therefore not significant).
Poles 43 to 45 would be visible in distant views in close
proximity to mature trees and farm buildings. A combination of
single and twin poles would be visible from the property. The
roadside hedgerow would assist in filtering views during the

pLCA4: Middleton Hills East of Cwmffrwd (see Figure 1 map 1 & 2)
R35

Harddfan
Single storey property facing northwest. Absence of
garden vegetation to the north however high
hedgerow along the roadside provides some
screening of views of open, agricultural land to the
north. Views to the northwest are short distance
and consist of hedgerow against an open sky.
Views to the northeast include agricultural buildings,
elevated farmland and the single wind turbine at
Gelliddu.
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summer months however the addition of the Proposed
Development would result in a noticeable change to the
character of the view. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall low degree of
change to view associated with approximately 590m of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent but fully reversible.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 41 at a distance of
approximately 300m from the north elevation of the property.
The upper sections of the proposed route are likely to be visible
approximately from poles 38 to 40 and would be seen crossing
the view against a sky background, resulting in a noticeable
change to the character of the view. In addition to this the tops
of pole structures 41 to 45 may be visible from upper storey
windows in close proximity to mature trees and buildings
(additional poles may be visible but barely perceptible and
therefore not significant). A combination of single and twin poles
would be visible from the property. No visual changes arising as
a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall low
degree of change to view associated with approximately 320m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

R36

Fferm Y Capel
Two-storey property facing southeast, surrounded
by farm buildings to the north and east. Short
distance views of open agricultural land to the west
available from upper storey windows and the
curtilage of the building due to a lack of visually
enclosing garden vegetation.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

G37

Danybanc farm, Llety’R Wennol, Brynywawr
Two storey, east-west facing properties overlooking
the B4309. Views to the west are enclosed by
mature garden vegetation. Views to the north are
enclosed by a combination of garden vegetation and
or the surrounding residential properties in the
village. A lower voltage overhead line is present in
the view.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at a distance of in excess of 400m.
Views of the Proposed Development are restricted by the
surrounding built form and mature vegetation. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G38

Bancycapel
Cluster of single and two storey properties including
properties located along the B4309(Mount Hill,

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 41 at a distance of
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Brynywawr, Lle Harriet, Tudor House) and
properties located on Maes Cyneiddion.
Properties along the B4309 are east west facing.
Garden vegetation and other residential and
agricultural buildings enclose views from lower
storey windows. Medium distance views of
Bancycapel and the surrounding agricultural fields
are available from properties with upper storeys.

approximately 310m from the north elevation of the Lle Harriet.
The proposed route would not be visible from ground floor
rooms of properties located along the main road. The Proposed
Development is likely to be visible approximately between poles
40-45 from the upper storey windows of Tudor House (additional
poles may be visible but barely perceptible and therefore not
significant). Open views of the upper sections of approximately
poles 41-45 are likely to be available from the rear of south
facing properties located on Maes Cyneiddion (additional poles
may be visible but barely perceptible and therefore not
significant). The upper sections of these poles would be
glimpsed between buildings from the front of north facing
properties. A combination of single and twin poles would be
visible from the properties. The Proposed Development would
be seen at a distance against a sky background. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall low degree of change to view associated
with approximately 540m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.

Properties located on Maes Cyneiddion are
north/south facing with an absence of visually
enclosing vegetation in the view. Open views of the
wider landscape are available from both upper and
lower storey windows. Views of the single wind
turbine at Gelliddu are available from the rear of
south facing properties. A lower voltage overhead
line is present in the view.

R39

Delfryn
Two-storey west facing property. Visually enclosing
garden vegetation, roadside hedgerow and out
buildings screen ground floor views. Long views of
the wider landscape are from upper storey windows
in all directions. Open view towards the northwest
from single upper storey side window. Views of the
single wind turbine at Gelliddu would potentially be
available from upper storey rear windows.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 42 at a distance of
approximately 180m from the north elevation of Delfryn. The
Proposed Development is likely to be visible against a sky
background approximately between poles 38 to 45 (additional
poles may be visible but at a greater distance and therefore less
significant). A combination of single and twin poles would be
visible from the property. No visual changes arising as a result
of vegetation removal or management. Overall medium degree
of change to view associated with approximately 1.15km of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent but fully reversible.
Significant (moderate) visual effect.

R40

Ucheldir
Single storey west facing property, absence of

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
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visually enclosing garden vegetation, high field
boundary hedgerow filters views to the southeast
and southwest. A garage at the rear of the property
screens views to southeast.

Development is located in the vicinity of pole 42 at a distance of
approximately 130m from the south elevation of the property.
High hedgerows largely screen views from windows to the
southeast and southwest however the top of pole 42 would be
visible between mature hedgerow trees in external views to the
south from the building curtilage. No visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall medium
degree of visual change to view associated with approximately
100m of the route. Internal views are considered to be
negligible. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
reversible. Significant (moderate) visual effect.

R41

Gelliddu Farm
Two storey west facing property located at a slightly
lower elevation than the Proposed Development
which combined with hedgerow filters views from
ground floor windows. Open views from upper
storey windows to the west and southeast. Farm
equipment is present in views to the south and
southeast of the property. Farm buildings visually
enclose the property from the north to the west.
Views of the single wind turbine would be potentially
available from upper storey side windows.

Medium (O)
Working farm property

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 43 at a distance of
approximately 120m from the southeast elevation of the
property. The Proposed Development would be visible
approximately between poles 41 to 45. Upper sections of the
Proposed Development approximately from pole 43 to 45 would
be seen behind farm equipment against a sky background in
views to the southeast from upper storey windows. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 510m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.

R42

Gellywen
Two-storey, north facing property. Views to the
south from ground floor windows are visually
enclosed by garden hedgerow and garden
topography. Open views to the south are available
from upper storey windows.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 43 at a distance of
approximately 410m from the south elevation of the property.
The Proposed Development is likely to be glimpsed from upperstorey windows from approximately pole 42 to 43 (additional
poles may be visible but barely perceptible and therefore not
significant). No visual changes arising as a result of vegetation
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removal or management. Overall low degree of change to view
associated with approximately 190m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.
G43

Aelbryn, Neuadd Deg, Tir Gelli, Llwyn-Celyn,
Carreg Las, Awel Celyn, Sisial Y Nant, Glascoed,
Orllwyn Farm, Maesawelon
Cluster of single and two-storey properties
orientated towards the B4309 and B4306. Mature
garden vegetation and hedgerow trees enclose
views to the south and southwest from the rear of
properties located along the B4306. Visually
enclosing garden vegetation is also present on the
southern boundaries of properties located along the
B4309. Views to the south are available from the
upper storey windows of two-storey properties
located on the B4309.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 44 at a distance of
approximately 360m from the southeast elevation of Orllwyn
Farm. The Proposed Development would be visible against a
sky background from the upper storey windows of Aelbryn and
Neuadd Deg and from the rear of Orllwyn Farm. The Proposed
Development is likely to be visible approximately between poles
41 to 43 (additional poles may be visible but barely perceptible
and therefore not significant). In addition to this, poles 44 to 46
are likely to be visible in views to the east from Orllwyn Farm,
but filtered through a foreground of mature field boundary trees.
Views from the remaining properties would be restricted by
vegetation or neighbouring residential properties. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 840m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

S44

Idole, Prescelly View, Digoed, White Oaks,
Glannant, Y Ddolgam, Craig-Yr-Ynn, Danygraig
Cluster of single and two-storey properties within
and surrounding Idole village. Tree cover within the
village along garden boundaries, roadsides and the
surrounding field boundaries is tall, providing visual
enclosure to long distance views. Residential
properties in close proximity to one another also
restrict long views towards the Proposed
Development.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of approximately 470m from
the cluster of properties. The high levels of tree cover within this
area restrict views of the Proposed Development. However, the
upper most sections of approximately poles 39 to 42 would be
barely perceptible in views to the southeast from Brongwylfa.
No visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 430m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.
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R45

Cwmffrwd Uchaf
This property is visually enclosed on all sides by
dense broadleaf woodland.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located approximately 1km from the property.
Dense woodland cover screens views of the Proposed
Development. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R46

Llwynfilltir
South facing property visually enclosed by
agricultural buildings and mature vegetation to the
southwest, south and east.

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 48 at a distance of
approximately 180m from the south elevation of the property.
Farm buildings and vegetation screen views of the Proposed
Development. However, glimpsed views may be possible
between vegetation and buildings between poles 45 to 49. No
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree associated with
approximately 560m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.

R47

Garthowen Farm
Two-storey north facing farm property. Agricultural
buildings and mature, unmanaged, garden
hedgerow visually enclose views to the southwest.
Long distance views available to the north over the
surrounding agricultural farmland incorporating an
existing lower voltage overhead line.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 45 at a distance of
approximately 190m from the northwest elevation of the
property. Views along the Proposed Development would be
seen between existing lower voltage overhead lines to the north
approximately between poles 46 to 49(additional poles may be
visible but barely perceptible and therefore not significant). At
pole 46 views would be against a sky background. However, as
the Proposed Development descends into the distance from
pole 47 it would be viewed against agricultural land. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall low degree of change to view associated
with approximately 410m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual
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effect.
G48

Maes Y Bedol and Colwg Y Bryn
Single storey properties orientated to take
advantage of views over the valley to the south.
Visually enclosing garden hedgerow and vegetation
filters open views towards the Proposed
Development from the northeast to the northwest. A
lower voltage overhead line is present in the view.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The properties are located in excess of
400m from the closest section of the Proposed Development.
The surrounding garden hedgerow would largely obscure views
of the Proposed Development. However, the upper sections are
likely to be visible approximately between poles 45 to 48, but
would be viewed at such a distance as to be barely perceptible
in views to the north. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view associated with approximately 410m of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent but fully reversible.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G49

Pystll, Rhydw Fach, Rhydw, Bryn Hawddgar,
Blaen Rhidw and Ffos Walter,
Pystll and Rhydw Fach are two-storey farm
properties. Medium distance open views to the
north are available from Pystll. Visually enclosing
riverside trees filter views to the north from both
Rhydw Fach and Llwynpiod.
Rhydw, Bryn Hawddgar and Blaen Rhidw are
surrounded by mature trees to the northwest
screening views.
Ffos Walter is a farm property surrounded by
agricultural buildings from the southeast to the
northeast. Mature garden trees and offer

Medium(O)
Working farm
properties.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The properties are located in excess of
600m from the closest section of the Proposed Development.
The upper sections of the Proposed Development are likely to
be visible approximately between poles 47 to 49 from Pystll
(additional poles may be visible but barely perceptible and
therefore not significant). Views of the Proposed Development
would be filtered by vegetation from the remaining properties.
No visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 280m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G50

Cwmtawel, Little Oaks, Lon Hir
East-west facing properties. Hedgerow trees and
agricultural buildings provide visual enclosure to the
east from Cwmtawel and Lon Hir and to the south
from all three properties. Medium distance open
views to the east are available from Little Oaks.
Mature field boundary trees and woodland provide
enclosure to views over the wider landscape.

Medium (O)
Working farm
properties.

(i)

Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line would be barely perceptible
as it would be viewed at a considerable distance from the
properties and partially screened by hedgerow trees. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation management or
removal. Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The properties are located in excess of
500m from the closest section of the Proposed Development. It

(ii)
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is likely that the upper sections of the Proposed Development
would be visible between poles 53 to 55 against a foreground of
intermittent hedgerow trees(additional poles may be visible but
barely perceptible and therefore not significant). The Proposed
Development would be viewed at a considerable distance from
the properties. Barely perceptible visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management of trees along field
boundaries. Overall low degree of change to view associated
with approximately 300m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but irreversible. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.
R51

Tycanol
South facing single storey property. Densely
planted mature garden trees including evergreen
species screen views to the east and south.

High (O)

(i)

(ii)

R52

Bryngorse Isaf
South facing two-storey farm property. Mature
garden vegetation screens ground floor views to the
south. Agricultural buildings and mature trees along
Nant Cwmffrwd screen views to the west. Views
are available from upper storey windows to the
north however mature garden trees and shrubs
provide a degree of filtering.

Medium (O)
Working farm property.

(i)

(ii)
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Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line would be screened by the
garden trees surrounding the property. The undergrounding
activity would not result in visual changes arising due to
vegetation management or removal. Not Significant
(negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 53 at a distance of
approximately 250m from the west elevation of the property.
Views of the Proposed Development would be fully screened by
garden vegetation. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line would be largely screened
by the trees surrounding the property. However, glimpsed views
may be available from upper storey rear windows. The
undergrounding activity would not result in the loss of trees.
Overall low degree of change to view. Not Significant (minor)
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 52 at a distance of
approximately 190m from the west elevation of the property.
The Proposed Development would appear in views to the north
from upper storey windows and close proximity to mature
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hedgerow trees approximately between poles 52 to 55
(additional poles may be visible but barely perceptible and
therefore not significant). Minor visual changes arising as a
result of removal or management of field boundary trees.
Overall low degree of change to view associated with
approximately 300m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.
G53

Bryngorse Uchaf, Glanrhyd, Brynglas
North-south facing farm properties Views to the
north and west are of short to medium distance and
are visually enclosed by the surrounding mature
field boundary trees. Agricultural buildings visually
enclose views to the west from Bryngorse Uchaf.

Medium to high (O)
Working farm
properties. Consent for
holiday let at Bryngorse
Uchaf.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 400m from the properties.
Views of the Proposed Development would be screened by
vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change to view. No
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R54

Tynewydd
East facing two-storey property with open views to
the west towards the Proposed Development.
Views are enclosed in the medium distance by
mature field boundary trees.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 59 at a distance of
approximately 220m from the west elevation of the property.
The Proposed Development would be glimpsed in views to the
west and northwest between mature field boundary trees
approximately between poles 58 to 61. Barely perceptible visual
changes arising as a result of removal and management of
hedgerow trees. Overall low degree of change to view
associated with approximately 390m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but irreversible due to the removal
of mature trees within the view. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.

G55

Bwylchymynydd, Penbryn
Bwylchymynydd is a south facing two-storey
property. Mature trees filter views to the south.
Agricultural buildings largely screen ground floor
views to the west. However, views to the west are

High (O)
Holiday let consented
at Bwylchymynydd.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 60 at a distance of
approximately 180m from the west elevation of Bwylchymynydd
and the northwest elevation of Penbryn. The upper section of
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available from upper storey windows and within the
building curtilage.

pole 60 is likely to be glimpsed in views to the west from
Bwylchymynydd. In views to the northwest from Penbryn poles
60 and 61 are likely to be seen between mature field boundary
trees. The Proposed Development would be viewed against a
background of mature trees from both properties. Visual
changes arising as a result of removal and management of
hedgerow trees would be lessened by the close proximity of
surrounding mature tree cover. Overall low degree of change to
view associated with approximately 150m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but irreversible due to the removal
of mature trees within the view. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.

Penbryn is a northwest facing two-storey property.
Views to the northwest are filtered by the close
proximity of mature field boundary trees. A block of
garages largely screens views to the northwest from
ground floor windows.

G56

Plasmynydd, Parcyquarre, Oaklands Farm and
Bwlchgarw
Two-storey north facing properties. Views are
medium to short distance and are visually enclosed
by the surrounding densely planted, mature, field
boundary trees. The main views from the properties
are over the valley to the north.

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property. Consent
given for holiday let at
Parcyquarre.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 500m from the properties.
Views of the Proposed Development would be restricted by
vegetation along the surrounding field boundaries. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. No visual changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R57

The Valley
This property is located within a mosaic of visually
enclosing dense, broadleaf woodland. Views are of
medium to short distance and enclosed in all
directions by the surrounding mature trees.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible)
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 660m from the property.
Views of the Proposed Development would be restricted by
vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change to view. No
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G58

Lower Valley Farm and Lower Valley Cottage
Northwest facing, two storey properties. Lower
Valley Farm screens views to the northwest from
Lower Valley Cottage. Views are available from the
northwest to the northeast from Lower Valley Farm
and are filtered by agricultural buildings located to
the northwest of the property, bands of mature

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property. Holiday let
consented at Dolau
Gwynion.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 900m from the properties.
Views of the Proposed Development would be restricted by the
surrounding mature field boundary trees. Glimpses of the
Proposed Development approximately between poles 72 to 78
would be visible in views to the northeast however at such a
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broadleaf trees and blocks of woodland in the short
to medium distance. The surrounding woodland
blocks also visually enclose views to the south and
southeast.

distance would be barely perceptible within the view. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 700m of the route. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R58A

Cilwaunydd
Working farm property. Large agricultural buildings
and mature trees are located to the northeast and
east. Open, long distance views are available to the
south.

High-Medium/high (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 800m from the property in
the vicinity of pole 77. Glimpses of the Proposed Development
approximately between poles 66 to 68 would be visible in views
to the southeast against a hillside background (additional poles
may be visible but barely perceptible and therefore not
significant). However, at such a distance the development
would be barely perceptible within the view. No visual changes
arising as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 240m of the route. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.

H59

Baytree Bed & Breakfast
East facing property with commercial greenhouses
located to the west of the property. Views from the
property are visually enclosed in all directions by the
surrounding mature broadleaf woodland.

Medium- High (O)
Working farm and bed
& breakfast.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 600m from the property.
The surrounding mature woodland would screen views of the
Proposed Development. No visual changes arising as a result
of vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible
degree of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G60

Brynheulog and Beaulah Fawr Farm
Brynheulog is a single storey northwest facing
property. Open views are available in all directions
due to a lack of visually enclosing garden
vegetation.
Beaulah Fawr Farm is a two-storey northeast facing
farm property. Farm equipment and silage storage
obstruct ground floor views to the southwest. Both

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 71 at a distance of
approximately 160m from the east elevation of Beaulah Fawr
Farm. From Brynheulog the Proposed Development would be
visible approximately between poles 66 to 77 as the route
crosses the Nant Pibwr valley. Poles 70 to 77 are likely to be
visible from Beaulah Fawr Farm in views to the north. The
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properties have long views over the northern and
southern valley slopes taking in both ridgelines.

Proposed Development would not be visible in views from the
rear windows of Beaulah Fawr Farm. The development would
be viewed against a background of agricultural land with the
exception of the ridgeline crossings. Barely perceptible visual
changes arising as a result of removal and management of
roadside trees. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 1.3km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.

R61

Pencoed
Two-storey, north facing property. Agricultural
buildings screen views from the southeast to the
southwest of the property. The main long distance,
open views available from the property are to the
north, away from the Proposed Development.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 430m from the west
elevation of the property. Agricultural buildings would screen
views of the Proposed Development to the southwest. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R62

Tyllwyd Bach
South facing farm surrounded by agricultural
buildings to the south and east. Mature broadleaf
vegetation also encloses the property to the south
and the east. Open views available from the north
elevation of the property are filtered by mature
roadside trees in the short to medium distance.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 74 at a distance of
approximately 230m from the east elevation of the property.
Mature vegetation and agricultural buildings would filter views of
the Proposed Development. The top of pole structure 74 is
likely to be glimpsed above the tree line in views to the east
appearing as a barely perceptible element within the view. No
visual changes arising as a result of removal and management
of hedgerow and riverside trees. Overall negligible degree of
change to view. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G63

Kings Oak and Plas y Wern
Kings Oak is a single storey southwest facing
property. Dense, tall evergreen hedgerow screens
views to the north and northwest. Agricultural
buildings and mature garden trees screen views to

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 73 at a distance of
approximately 150m from the west elevation of Plas y Wern.
Poles 72 and 73 are likely to be visible in views to the west from
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the south. Long views available to the southwest
over the lower valley slopes.
Plas Y Wern is a two-storey south facing property
surrounded by visually enclosing mature garden
vegetation. A high deciduous hedgerow screens
ground floor views however long views to the south
across the Nant Pibwr valley are available from
upper storey windows.

Kings Oak and in views to the southwest from Plas Y Wern. In
addition to this, poles 62 to 71 are also likely to be visible from
upper storey windows of Plas Y Wern against agricultural land
with mature trees (additional poles may be visible but at a
greater distance and therefore less significant). Barely
perceptible visual changes arising as a result of removal and
management of hedgerow and riverside trees would be visible
from Plas Y Wern. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 1.3km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.

R63A

Wern Wern
Two-storey, northeast/southwest facing property.
Agricultural buildings located to the southeast and
northwest enclose views. Mature garden vegetation
is present in close proximity to the southwest
elevation of the property, filtering clear views.
However, views are available from upper storey
windows.

High-Medium/high (O)
Working farm property

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at pole 74 approximately 350m from the
southwest elevation of the property. Garden vegetation and
hedgerow trees in the wider landscape would filter views of the
Proposed Development. Poles 75 to 77 may be glimpsed at a
distance in oblique views from upper storey windows. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view.
Visual changes would be permanent but fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G64

Tegfan and Blaenolwg
Two-storey properties with main views over the
Nant Pibwr valley to the north. A mature block
broadleaf trees and bands of hedgerow trees
enclose views to the south and west. The telecoms
mast southeast of Tyllwd-mawr is visible on the
skyline.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 600m from both properties.
Mature trees restrict views of the Proposed Development to the
southwest. The Proposed Development is located at such as
distance that it would not be barely perceptible in views to the
northwest. No visual changes arising as a result of removal and
management of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change
to view. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R65

Brynhyfryd
Two-storey, south facing property. Views to the

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
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south are screened by mature woodland. Views to
the west are filtered at ground floor level by garden
vegetation. No views to the west are available from
upper storey windows.

Development is located in excess of 600m from the property.
The Proposed Development would not be visible in the view due
to the screening provided by mature trees to the southwest. The
Proposed Development would not be visible in views to the east
due to garden vegetation. No visual changes arising as a result
of removal and management of vegetation. Overall no change
to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G66

Iscoed, 1 Glannant Cottage, 2 Glannant Cottage,
Pennant, Y Garth
Cluster of one and two-storey properties located in a
heavily treed area. Views from all properties are
filtered in the short to medium distance by densely
planted hedgerow trees.

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 900m from the properties.
The Proposed Development would not be visible in views due to
the screening provided by mature trees along field boundaries
and the considerable distance at which the Proposed
Development is located. No visual changes arising as a result of
removal and management of vegetation. Overall negligible
degree of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G67

Green Cottage, School House and Login Cottage
Two-storey properties overlooking Heol Llangynnwr.
Medium distance, open views to the northeast are
available from Green Cottage and School House.
Densely planted, mature hedgerow trees filter views
to the east from Login Cottage. However, views to
the northeast up to the ridgeline are available from
Login Cottage and School House.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 78 at
approximately 170m from the rear elevation of School House.
The upper sections of the Proposed Development are likely to
be visible against a sky background approximately between
poles 75 and 78. No visual changes arising as a result of
removal and management of vegetation. Overall medium
degree of change to view associated with approximately 340m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible. Significant (moderate) visual effect.

R68

Penrhiw
Two storey south facing property located at a
slightly higher elevation than the surrounding
mature broadleaf woodland to the south. Long
views available to the south over the Nant Pibwr
valley from upper storey windows. Mature roadside

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development would be
viewed at some distance from the property as the route
descends down the southern valley sides from approximately
poles 72 to 74 forming a visible but small element within the
view against a backdrop of agricultural land with mature trees
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trees screen views to the north. Evergreen garden
trees screen views to the northeast.

G69

Brynmeusydd, Brynmeusydd Cottage and Login
Cottage
Brynmeusydd is a southwest facing, two-storey
property located at an elevated position and
enclosed by mature garden vegetation along its
southern boundary with the Llangunnor Road.
Short distance views are available into the slope to
the northeast and viewed between agricultural
buildings. Long distance views over the Nant Pibwr
valley from upper storey windows appear to be
filtered by mature trees.

(additional poles may be visible but barely perceptible and
therefore not significant). Minor visual changes arising as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible
degree of change to view associated with approximately 260m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent but fully
reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 77 at a distance of
approximately 100m from the northeast elevation of
Brynmeusydd Cottage. Mature vegetation would filter views of
the Proposed Development to the south and east. In views to
the north the Proposed Development may be glimpsed between
agricultural buildings against a sky background approximately
between poles 75 to 78. No visual changes arising as a result of
the removal or management of vegetation. Overall low degree
of change to view associated with approximately 340m of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent but irreversible. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.

(i)

Construction phase (O): Minor crown lifting to trees along the
access track to pole 84 would be barely discernible. Not
Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 79 at a distance of
approximately 300m from the east elevation of Caegwynion.
Mature vegetation and built form would screen views of the
Proposed Development to the east. In views to the north the
Proposed Development would be seen in the distance
approximately between poles 77 to 84 against a background of
fields with mature trees. Viewed at such a distance the
Proposed Development would be a small feature within the view.
Minor visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or

pLCA5: Middleton Hills South of Llangunnor (Tyllwyd-mawr) (see Figure 1 map 2)
G70

Properties located along Heol Login
Single and two-storey, north facing properties
orientated to take advantage of open panoramic
views towards the Towy valley. The properties are
located at an elevated position, which along with the
absence of visually screening garden vegetation
creates open views to the north. Views to the east
are screened by neighbouring residential properties,
mature broadleaf trees and in the case of
Caegwynion, agricultural buildings. Views
incorporate the telecoms mast at the Police
Headquarters.

High (O)

(ii)
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management. Overall low degree of change to view associated
with approximately 730m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
R71

H72

Tyllwyd Mawr
Two-storey southwest facing farm property.
Agricultural buildings and mature broadleaf
hedgerow trees filter views from the south to the
west. Views to the north and northwest across the
Towy valley are available. Views incorporate the
telecoms mast at the Police Headquarters and the
telecoms mast on the horizon to the southeast.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

Swyn Y Gwynt
Two-storey, north facing holiday cottage. Mature
garden vegetation present at a lower elevation.
Long distance panoramic views to the north over the
Towy valley southern slopes, which includes
Carmarthen, are available from ground floor and
upper storey windows. Views incorporate the
telecoms mast at the police headquarters, the
telecoms mast located to the south and a lower
voltage overhead line.

High (O)

(i)

(ii)

(i)
(ii)
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Construction phase (O): Minor crown lifting to trees along the
access track to pole 84 would be barely discernible. Not
Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 84 at a distance of
approximately 200m from the northwest elevation of the
property. The Proposed Development would be visible
approximately between poles 82 to 84 against agricultural land
and mature hedgerow trees. Minor changes arising as a result
of vegetation removal and management. Overall medium
degree of change to view associated with approximately 290m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible due to the removal of mature trees. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.
Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 82 at
approximately 480m from the property. The Proposed
Development is likely to be visible approximately between poles
81 to 85 (additional poles may be visible but at a greater
distance and therefore less significant). The Proposed
Development would be viewed at some distance from the
property as the route descends down the southern valley sides
forming a visible but small element within the view against a
background of agricultural land with mature field boundary trees.
Minor changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall low degree of change to view associated
with approximately 530m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
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R73

G74

S75

Green Hill
Two-storey east facing property. Mature garden
vegetation present to the north filtering views from
lower storey windows. Long distance views to the
north over the Towy valley southern slopes and
Carmarthen are available from upper storey
windows. Views incorporate the telecoms mast at
the police headquarters, the telecoms mast located
to the south and a lower voltage overhead line.

High (O)

Erw Wen, Bwlchywaun, Hendy Farm
Two-storey farm properties. Long distance views to
the southwest towards the Proposed Development
are open from Hendy Farm and Erw Wen.
Agricultural buildings enclose views to the
southwest from Bwlchywaun. Views to the
northwest are enclosed by the rising topography.

Medium (O)
Working farms.

West Pen-sarn ( Brynglas Crescent, Heol
Llangynnwr, Derwydd, Innsbrook and Queens
Cottage)
Properties located on Heol Llangynnwr are a
combination of north- south facing single and two-

High (O)

(i)

(ii)

(i)

(ii)

(i)
(ii)
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Construction phase (O): Minor crown lifting to trees along the
access track to pole 84 would be barely discernible. Not
Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 82 at
approximately 490m from the property. The Proposed
Development is likely to be visible approximately between poles
81 to 85 (additional poles may be visible but at a greater
distance and therefore less significant). The Proposed
Development would be viewed at some distance from the
property as the route descends down the southern valley sides
forming a visible, but small element within the view against a
background of agricultural land with mature field boundary trees.
Minor changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall low degree of change to view associated
with approximately 530m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
Construction phase (O): Minor crown lifting to trees along the
access track to pole 84 would be barely discernible. Not
Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 830m from all properties.
The Proposed Development would form a barely perceptible
feature in views to the southwest due to the considerable
distance at which it is located from the properties and the
localised screening created by mature trees and woodland in the
wider landscape. No visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 760m from all properties.
The surrounding mature trees would restrict views of the
Proposed Development to the north. No visual changes arising
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storey houses. Properties located on Brynglas
Crescent are single storey and mostly north-south
facing. Derwydd is a single storey property with key
views to the north over the Towy valley. Innsbrook
and Queens Cottage are two-storey properties with
key views to the north over the Towy valley. Views
to the south from Byrngals Crescent and Heol
Llangynnwr are enclosed by the high number of
mature trees in close proximity to the properties.
Views to the south from Derwydd, Innsbrook and
Queens Cottage are enclosed in the short to
medium distance by the surrounding field boundary
trees.
R75A

Maes Lan
Two-storey, northwest facing farm property located
at a lower elevation than the Proposed
Development. Mature garden trees are located in
close proximity to the southeast elevation of the
property.

1 & 2 Tynewydd, Kiri Lodge, Brynderwen
Residential Home, Brynderwen Cottage
Cluster of properties located at the bottom of the
southern Towy valley slopes. Views to the
southeast from all properties are visually enclosed
by mature woodland and topography. Long views to
the northeast over the Towy valley bottom are
visually enclosed by topography. Mature woodland
encloses views to the east from all properties.
pLCA 6: Towy Valley Southern Slopes (see Figure 1 map 2)
G76

R77

Parc Y Groes
Two-storey, south facing property in an elevated

as a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

High-Medium/high (O)
Working farm property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at pole 83 at a distance of approximately
300m from the southeast elevation of the property. Views of the
Proposed Development are screened by a combination of
landform and mature garden trees. No visual changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible)
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 500m from all properties.
The surrounding mature trees and topography would screen
views of the Proposed Development. No visual changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall no
change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

High (O & U)

(i)

Construction phase (U): The horizontal directional drilling entry
compound, access tracks and cable laydown area would be
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position with open views over theB4300 to from the
southeast to the southwest. Medium distance open
views are available in all directions due to the
absence of visually screening garden vegetation.

(ii)

R78

Pant Farm
Two-storey east facing property. Medium distance
open views to the east across the adjoining caravan
site. Agricultural buildings screen views to the south
and west. Mature evergreen garden hedgerow and
mature roadside trees screen views to the north and
northeast.

High (O & U)

(i)

(ii)
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glimpsed at a distance of approximately 590m in views to the
east to the south of Pant Farm. The excavator used for open cut
trenching works would also be glimpsed. No visual changes
arising as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall low degree of visual change associated with 130m of the
route. Visual changes would be temporary and reversible. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at approximately 610m from the
property. The Proposed Development would be screened by the
woodland block to the west of terminal pole 86. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 40m of the route. Visual changes
would be permanent and reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Construction phase (U): The horizontal directional drilling exit
compound and cable laydown area would be visible behind
hedgerow at a distance of approximately 200m in views to the
east from the rear of the property. No visual changes arising as
a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall medium
degree of visual change associated with approximately130m of
the route. Visual changes would be fully reversible. Significant
(moderate) but temporary visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of four pole terminal pole
86 at a distance of approximately 240m from the east elevation
of the property. Pole 86 would be glimpsed at an oblique angle
against a sky background. The close proximity of mature
broadleaf woodland and hedgerow trees to pole 86 would assist
in softening its appearance within the view. No visual changes
arising due to the removal or management of mature trees.
Overall low degree of change to view associated with
approximately 80m of the route. Visual changes resulting from
the Proposed Development would be permanent but reversible.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
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R79

Nant Farm
Two-storey east facing property. The rear of the
property faces into the slope to the west enclosing
views towards the Proposed Development. The
main views from the property are away from the
Proposed Development to the east.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located approximately 110m from the property.
The Proposed Development is likely to be visible in views from
upper storey windows from the rear elevation of the property.
The steeply sloping topography and hedgerow would assist in
screening the lower sections of the poles. The upper sections of
the Proposed Development approximately between poles 84 to
85 would be visible against a sky background. Visual changes
arising as a result of the removal or management of mature
hedgerow trees would be visible from upper storey windows to
the rear of the property. However, the mature tree along the
hedgerow directly to the west of the property will be retained and
will offer some screening of pole 84. Overall medium degree of
change to view associated with approximately 150m of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent and irreversible.
Significant (moderate) visual effect.

G80

The Leadmines The Bungalow and Towy View
Park
Single storey relatively dense development of north
facing properties overlooking the Towy valley.
Positioned on the hillside at a lower elevation than
the Proposed Development. Overgrown hedgerow
and mature trees along the southwest boundary
filter views to the west from within the majority of the
development. Open views over the hillside to the
southwest and west are available from properties
located at a low elevation on the northeast boundary
of the estate.

High (O&U)

(i)

Construction phase (U): The horizontal directional drilling exit
compound, access tracks and cable laydown area would be
seen at a distance of approximately 100m in views to the west
from The Leadmines. In addition to this open cut trenching
would also be visible in views to the west. No visual changes
arising as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall medium degree of visual change associated with 150m
of the route. Visual changes would be fully reversible.
Significant (moderate) but temporary visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of terminal pole 86 at a
distance of approximately 130m from the southwest elevation of
The Leadmines. Poles 85 to 86 would be glimpsed at an
oblique angle between overgrown hedgerow against a
background of mature trees, hillside and sky from properties
located on the northwest edge of the estate. The close proximity
of mature broadleaf woodland and overgrown hedgerow to pole
86 would assist in softening its appearance within the view. No

(ii)
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visual changes arising due to the removal or management of
mature vegetation. Overall low degree of change to view
associated with approximately 140m of the route. Visual
changes resulting from the Proposed Development would be
permanent and fully reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.
G81

Wenalt, Star Bach Cottage, Riverside
Wenalt and Star Bach cottage are located at the
bottom of the southern Towy valley slopes.
Roadside trees filter views over the Towy valley.
Mature trees filter views to the west.

High (O &U)

(i)

Riverside is a two-storey south facing property.
Mature trees to the rear of the property filter views
over the Towy valley bottom. Mature trees filter
views to the west.
(ii)

Construction phase (U): The horizontal directional drilling exit
compound and cable laydown area are situated approximately
370m from Star Bach Cottage. Mature trees and residential
properties within Towy Park would screen views of works to the
south of the B4300. Glimpsed views of undergrounding works to
the north of the B4300 are possible from upper storey windows,
however unlikely due to the filtering properties of the
surrounding mature trees. Overall negligible visual effect.
Visual changes would be temporary and fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of terminal pole 86 at a
distance of in excess of 400m from Wenalt and Star Bach
cottage. Views of the Proposed Development are likely to be
fully screened by mature trees and properties within Towy valley
Park, however glimpsed views may occur. No visual changes
arising as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 140m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.

pLCA7: Towy Valley Bottom (see Figure 1 map 2)
R82

Ardwyn
Single storey, southeast facing property. Long open
views to the southeast. Long views over the Towy
valley to the east are screened in the long to
medium distance by topography.

High (O &U)

(i)
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Construction phase (U): The horizontal directional drilling exit
compound is located at a distance of approximately 1km from
the east elevation of the property. Glimpsed views of the
construction works would be barely perceptible. No visual
changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of visual change
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(ii)

R82A

G83

Danyrallt
Southwest facing property enclosed by agricultural
buildings to the east. Mature woodland bands are
present within the wider landscape, which filter
views of the A40. Long distance views available to
the north, west and northeast. Long distance views
to the east are obstructed by hillside woodland.

High (O &U)

Bwythyn Penrhiw, Llangunnor Vicarage, Church
House, Church Farm
Cluster of properties in an elevated position. Mature
broadleaf trees visually enclose all properties.
Glimpsed views to the southeast towards the
Proposed Development may be available from
upper storey windows. Long distance views over
the Towy valley to the northeast may also be
available from upper storey windows.

High (O &U)

(i)

(ii)

(i)

(ii)
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associated with 170m of the route. Visual changes would be
temporary and fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located at approximately 1km from the property
at pole 86. The Proposed Development would be barely
perceptible within the view at four pole terminal pole 86. No
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 170m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Construction phase (U): The closest section of open cut
trenching activity is located approximately 710m from the east
elevation of the property. Open cut trenching activity would not
be visible from the property due to screening provided by
topography and agricultural buildings. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at approximately 1km from the property
at four pole terminal pole 86. The Proposed Development would
be obscured by the hillside topography to the southeast. No
visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall no change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Construction phase (U): Mature trees filter views of construction
works to the southeast. However, glimpsed views may occur
from upper storey windows. Overall negligible degree of change
to view associated with approximately 770m of the route. Visual
changes would be temporary and reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): Mature trees filter views of the
Proposed Development to the southeast. However, glimpsed
views the Proposed Development filtered through garden trees
of may occur from upper storey windows between poles 84 to
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86. The close proximity of mature broadleaf woodland to pole
86 would assist in softening its appearance within the view.
Barely perceptible visual changes would result due to the
potential removal or management of mature hedgerow trees.
Overall negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 140m of the route. Visual changes resulting from
the Proposed Development would be permanent but irreversible.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
R84

Bryntowy Mansion
South facing property enclosed by mature broadleaf
trees on all boundaries. Trees form a dense screen
to views to the southeast. Potential views to the
east over the Towy valley from upper storey
windows.

High (O &U)

(i)

(ii)

Construction phase (O&U): Mature trees filter views of
construction works to the southeast. Overall negligible degree of
change to view associated with approximately 510m of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent and reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located at pole 86 at a distance of approximately
310m from the south elevation of the property. Views to the
south are largely screened by mature vegetation however
glimpses of pole 86 may be possible from upper storey windows.
The close proximity of mature broadleaf woodland to pole 86
would assist in softening its appearance within the view. No
visual changes would result due to the removal or management
of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 120m of the route. Visual
changes resulting from the Proposed Development would be
permanent but reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

pLCA8: Abergwili (see Figure 1 map 2)
S85

Tanerdy
Properties located to the west of the settlement off
Heol Penlanffos are located on elevated ground with
long distance panoramic views available to east
overlooking the Towy valley. Views are filtered
through neighbouring properties and intermittent
mature garden trees.

High (U)

(i)
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Construction phase (U): The closest section of underground
construction is located at approximately 180m away from the
settlement. Glimpsed views of construction work would only be
available from properties located at the highest elevations and
would be filtered by built form, garden vegetation and mature
trees within the Towy valley bottom. Construction works would
be viewed at such a distance as to form a barely perceptible
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Properties located off Hafod Cwnin and Glantowy
are situated at a lower elevation. Open views to the
east are available from properties located along the
periphery of the two housing estates.
The remaining properties are located in lower lying
areas with views to the east visually enclosed by
built form and mature tree cover within the wider
landscape.
G86

G87

Stornaway , Penybont Farm and residential
properties on CnwcYGwili
Stornaway is a two-storey north facing property
surrounded to the north, east and south by mature
garden trees. Views from upper storey windows are
available to the east over the Gwili valley and are
filtered through vegetation.
Penybont Farm is a two-storey, south facing farm
property. High evergreen hedgerow and agricultural
buildings screen ground floor views to the north and
east. Long open views to the east over the Gwili
valley are available from upper storey windows.
Properties on Cnwc Y Gwili are two-storey and
orientated towards the road. Properties located on
the eastern periphery of the estate experience open
views to the east over the Gwili valley due to their
elevated position and lack of garden vegetation.
Properties located on Lloyd’s Terrace, Abergwili
East-west facing, two-storey properties with views
across the Gwili valley. Views to the west are
generally open due to a lack of visually screening
garden vegetation.

(ii)

High (U)

(i)

(ii)

High (U)

(i)
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element within the view. No visual changes associated with the
removal or management of vegetation. Overall negligible
degree of change to view associated with approximately 2km of
the route. Visual changes would be permanent and irreversible.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

Construction phase (U): The closest horizontal direction drilling
exit compound is positioned at a distance of approximately
120m from Penybont Farm. Views of two horizontal directional
drilling entry compounds, one horizontal directional drilling exit
compound, approximately 100m of open cut trenching works
and access tracks would be available in views to the east.
Intermittent blocks of riverside trees would provide a small
element of screening of the horizontal directional drilling entry
and exit compounds. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 230m of the route. Visual
changes would be fully reversible. Significant (moderate) but
temporary visual effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

Construction phase (U): The closest horizontal directional
drilling entry compound is situated at a distance of
approximately 260m from Manor Gwili on Lloyds Terrace.
Properties would experience views of two horizontal directional
drilling entry compounds and one horizontal directional drilling
exit compound along with a section of approximately 140m of
open cut trenching. A mature hedgerow would assist in partially
screening the lower sections of construction. Overall medium
degree of change to view associated with approximately 190m
of the route. Visual changes would be fully reversible.
Significant (moderate) but temporary visual effect.
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S88

Abergwili
Settlement of generally two-storey properties.
Views from properties are in general short distance
due to the close proximity of neighbouring houses
and mature garden vegetation. Long distance views
to the east over the Towy valley are available from
the upper storeys of properties located on the
western edge of the village.

High (U)

(ii)

Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

(i)

Construction phase (U): The closest section of the underground
line is a section of open cut trenching located at approximately
210m from the rear elevation of Nantoer on the northwest edge
of the village. Glimpsed views of open cut trenching works and
the access track would be available from the upper storeys of
properties located on the western edge of the village. Glimpsed
views of open cut trenching works and the satellite construction
compound would be available from the upper storeys of
properties located on the northwest edge of the village. Mature
trees within the Towy valley bottom would assist in filtering clear,
continuous views of the construction works. The construction
work would be viewed at a considerable distance away from the
properties and therefore form a very minor element within the
view. No visual changes would result from the removal and
management of vegetation. Overall low degree of change in
view associated with approximately 2km of the route. Visual
changes would be temporary and reversible. Not Significant
(minor) visual effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

(ii)

G89

Properties located on Heol Caeffynnon,
BrynTowy, Bro Myrddin, Morning Watch,
Bryneithyn, Pen Yr Allt Cottage, Merlins Court
and Knight’s Rest

High (U & O)

(i)

Properties on elevated valley sides orientated to
take advantage of long views over the Towy valley.
Open views are available to the south from
properties on Heol Caeffynnon due to a lack of
visually enclosing garden vegetation. Views to the
west are available only from the upper storey
windows of properties located on Heol Caeffynnon
due to the presence of visually enclosing garden
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Construction phase (U): The closest section of the underground
line is located in excess of 600m from the properties. Glimpsed
views of open cut trenching works, access tracks and horizontal
direction drilling entry and exit compounds are likely to be
available from upper storey windows of properties located on
Heol Caeffynnon. Mature trees within the wider landscape
would filter continuous views of construction works. The
surrounding mature trees would restrict views of construction
works from the remaining properties. The construction work
would be viewed at a considerable distance away from the
properties and therefore form a barely perceptible element within
the view. No visual changes would result from the removal and
management of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change
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vegetation and neighbouring properties. Views to
the south from the remaining properties are filtered
by the close proximity of mature broad leaf trees.
(ii)

R90

Cwm
Working farm property. Visually enclosing
agricultural buildings and equipment located to the
north and west of the property.

Medium (U)
Working farm.

(i)

(ii)

G91

Dolgwili Farm Cysgod Y Dderwen
Dolgwili Farm is a two-storey, northwest facing
property. Agricultural buildings and mature
broadleaf trees screen views from the rear of the
property to the southeast. Medium distance views
through gaps in riverside and garden vegetation are
available to the northeast over adjacent agricultural
fields, woodland and valley slopes.
Cysgod Y Dderwen is a northeast facing single
storey property. Views to the north are obscured by
Dolgwili farm. Mature riverside trees enclose views
to the east. Both properties experience views of the
A485 to the northwest.

Medium/high (U)
Working farm.

(i)

(ii)
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in view associated with approximately 1.5km of the route. Visual
changes would be temporary and reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O&U): Very distant views of the Proposed
Development between poles 84 to 86 would be visible from
properties located on Heol Caeffynnon. The Proposed
Development would be viewed at such a distance as to be
barely perceptible within the view. Overall negligible degree of
change in view associated with approximately 250m of the route.
Visual changes would be temporary and reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Construction phase (U): The closest section of the underground
line is located in excess of 900m from the property.
Topography, agricultural buildings and the surrounding mature
tree cover within the wider landscape restrict views of the
construction works. No visual changes would result from the
removal and management of vegetation. Overall negligible
degree of change in view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Construction phase (U): The closest section of underground line
is at a distance of approximately 200m from the northeast
elevation of the property. Undergrounding trenching activity and
the access track would be visible in views to the northeast from
Dolgwili Farm along with views of the satellite construction
compound. Continuous views would however be obstructed by
mature riverside and garden vegetation. Overall low degree of
change to view associated with approximately 500m of the
route. No visual changes would result from the removal and
management of vegetation. Visual changes would be temporary
and fully reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).
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G92

1 & 2 Derri Villa, Gwili Cottage and neighbouring
properties located on the Glandgwili to
Rhydwalchen Road
Two-storey, east and northeast facing properties
visually enclosed by mature broadleaf trees to the
west and south. Main views are of medium distance
to the north east and are enclosed to the east by
hedgerow trees which screen views of the A485.

High (U)

(i)

(ii)

G93

Danrhiw Farm and 1 Danrhiw Farm
Two-storey south and east facing properties.
Visually enclosing agricultural buildings, rising
topography and mature broadleaf trees enclose
views to the east.

Medium (U)
Working farm.

(i)

(ii)

R94

Bryn Berllan
Two-storey, southeast facing property. Single
storey outbuildings enclose the southeast of the
property screening ground floor views. Long
distance open views towards the Gwili valley to the
southeast are available from upper storey windows.
Trees along the A485 filter clear views of the Gwili
valley bottom.

High (U)

(i)
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Construction phase (U): The closest section of the underground
line is located at approximately 150m from 1 Derri Villa.
Hedgerow trees would filter views of the open cut trenching
works along the A485 resulting in glimpsed, filtered views of the
excavator above the trees and the satellite construction
compound from upper storey windows. No visual changes
would result from the removal and management of vegetation.
Overall negligible degree of change in view. Visual changes
would be temporary and fully reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).
Construction phase (U): The closest section of the underground
line is located in excess of 900m from the property.
Topography, agricultural buildings and the surrounding mature
tree cover within the wider landscape restrict views of the
construction works. No visual changes would result from the
removal and management of vegetation. Overall no change in
view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).
Construction phase (U): The closest section of underground line
is located at a distance of approximately 220m from the
southeast elevation of the property. A very small section of
open cut trenching activity and access track along with the
satellite construction compound would be visible in views to the
southeast. This would however be largely obscured by roadside
trees along the A485 resulting in glimpsed views of the
excavator and upper sections of the satellite construction
compound above the trees. No visual changes would result
from the removal and management of vegetation. Overall
negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 90m of the route. Visual changes would be
temporary and fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect
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R95

Maes Gwili
Two-storey, southwest facing property. Views to the
north and northeast are enclosed by topography.
Views to the east are medium in distance and
filtered by high hedgerow and hedgerow trees
located along the A485. The main long distance
open views from the property are towards the south
and southwest.

High (U)

(ii)

Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).

(i)

Construction phase (U): The closest section of underground line
is at a distance of approximately 80m from the east elevation of
the property. A small section of open cut trenching activity and
access track would be visible in views to the south and east from
upper storey windows. However, this would be largely obscured
by roadside trees along the A485 resulting in glimpsed views of
the excavator above the trees. Glimpsed views of the satellite
construction compound would be visible behind the roadside
trees from upper storey windows. No visual changes would
result from the removal and management of vegetation. Overall
low degree of change to view associated with approximately
200m of the route. Visual changes would be temporary and fully
reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).

(ii)

R96

Frondeg
Two-storey, south facing property. Long distance
open views to the south down the A485 and over
the Towy valley bottom and Towy valley southern
slopes due to an absence of visually enclosing
garden vegetation.

High (U)

(i)

(ii)

G97

Castle Pigyn House, Ger-Y-Nant, Y Beudy,

High (U)

(i)
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Construction phase (U): The closest section of underground line
is at a distance of approximately 10m from the southeast
elevation of the property. Open cut trenching activity along the
A485 would be visible in long views to the south and short views
to the north. Open views of open cut trenching activity, access
track and the satellite construction compound within the field
adjacent to the Gwili would be visible from upper storey
windows. However, trees along the A485 would assist in
filtering clear views from ground floor windows. No visual
changes would result from the removal and management of
vegetation. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 900m of the route. Visual
changes would be temporary and fully reversible. Significant
(moderate) but temporary visual effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).
Construction phase (U): The closest section of underground line
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Tynewydd
Properties located in close proximity to bands of
visually enclosing mature woodland resulting in
short distance views.

(ii)

R98

Danygraig
Southwest facing property enclosed by agricultural
buildings to the south and east. A high number of
mature woodland bands are present within the wider
landscape, which filter views of the A485. Long
distance views available to the west.

Medium (U)
Working farm.

(i)

(ii)

is at a distance of approximately 140m from the west elevation
of Ger-Y-Nant. Open cut trenching activity along the A485
would not be visible in views to the west due to the surrounding
mature bands of woodland. No visual changes would result
from the removal and management of vegetation. Overall
negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 870m of the route. Visual changes would be
temporary and fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).
Construction phase (U): The closest section of underground line
is at a distance of approximately 1km from the west elevation of
the property. Open cut trenching activity along the A485 would
not be visible in views to the west due to the surrounding mature
bands of woodland. No visual changes would result from the
removal and management of vegetation. Overall negligible
degree of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.
Operational phase (U): No additional issues. Not Significant
(negligible).

pLCA9: West of Peniel (see Figure 1 map 2&3)
G99

Rhiwdywyll and Gorwel
Rhiwdywyll is a two-storey property enclosed by
dense broadleaf trees. Any available views from the
property would be heavily filtered glimpses of the
wider landscape through mature broadleaf garden
trees.
Gorwel is a south facing two storey property
Outbuildings and mature trees visually enclose
ground floor views to the north east. However, open
medium distance views to the northeast up to the
ridgeline of Allt Rhydyrhaw are available from upper
storeys, but filtered by mature broadleaf hedgerow

High (O&U)

(i)

(ii)
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Construction phase (O&U): The closest section of underground
line is at a distance of approximately 150m from the west
elevation of Rhiwdywyll. Open cut trenching activity would be
visible in views to the northwest from Gorwel. No visual
changes would result from the removal and management of
vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 160m of the route. Visual
changes would be temporary and fully reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 87 at a distance of
approximately 200m from the northeast elevation of
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trees.

Rhidwdywyll. Poles 87 to 90 would be visible in close proximity
to mature broadleaf hedgerow trees. The management of a
small number mature broadleaf hedgerow trees would be barely
discernible at an oblique angle within the view from Gorwel.
Overall low degree of change to view associated with
approximately 310m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the management of mature
trees. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

G100

Upper Lodge, Swyn Y Dail, Maes Y Coed, and
Uwchgwili
Combination of single and two-storey properties.
Mature trees enclose views to the southwest and
southeast from Upper Lodge. Open views available
to the south from Swyn Y Dail, Maes Y Coed, and
Uwchgwili. A band of mature broadleaf woodland
restricts views to the east from these properties.

High/ Medium-High
(O)
Includes a working farm
property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 88 at a distance of
approximately 250m from the east elevation of Uwchgwili.
Mature woodland would restrict views of the Proposed
Development. No visual changes resulting from the removal or
management of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change
in view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G101

Bwthyn Y Garddwr, 1 Gatgoch, 3 Gatgoch
Bwthyn Y Garddwr is a two-storey east facing
property. 1 and 3 Gatgoch appear to be south
facing and east/west facing respectively. All
properties are heavily enclosed by mature broadleaf
trees to the east filtering views of the wider
landscape towards the Proposed Development.

High (O&U)

(i)

Construction phase (O&U): The closest section of underground
line is at a distance of approximately 200m from the west
elevation of 1 Gatgoch. Views of open cut trenching activity
would be screened by the adjacent mature tree cover. However,
glimpsed views filtered through trees may be possible in winter
months. Overall negligible degree of change to view associated
with approximately 60m of the route. No visual changes would
result from the removal and management of vegetation. Visual
changes would be temporary and reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is at pole 88 at a distance of approximately 210m
from the east elevation of 1 Gatgoch. The surrounding
broadleaf vegetation makes views from properties unlikely
however glimpses of the Proposed Development approximately
between poles 87 to 89 may be possible between trees during
winter months. The Proposed Development would be viewed
against a foreground of mature trees. Minor visual changes
resulting from the management of mature trees. Overall

(ii)
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negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 200m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
R102

Pengerddi
Two-storey, south facing property. Neighbouring
residential properties and mature broadleaf garden
trees enclose views to the south. Open views to the
east over the Allt Rhydyrhaw ridgeline.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 89 at a distance of
approximately 180m from the east elevation of the property.
Pole 89 would be visible against a foreground of mature
hedgerow trees and background of broadleaf woodland. No
visual changes arising as a result of removal of mature
hedgerow trees. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 1.5km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and fully reversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.

R103

Cwmgwili Mansion
West facing property located at a low elevation on
the Afon Gwili eastern slopes. The property is
enclosed on all sides by mature broadleaf
woodland.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 91 at a distance of
approximately 670m from the east elevation of the property.
Mature woodland and the hillside topography would restrict
views of the Proposed Development. Overall no change to view.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R104

Awelfryn
Southwest facing, two-storey farm. Mature
broadleaf trees located along the roadside enclose
views to the southwest. Agricultural buildings and
equipment enclose views to the north and northeast.
Open views available to the southeast.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 92 at a distance of
approximately 390m from the northwest elevation of the
property. Agricultural buildings restrict views of the Proposed
Development to the northeast. Views of the Proposed
Development from approximately poles 90 to 91 would be visible
at a distance in views to the southeast. However, mature
hedgerow trees in close proximity to the Proposed Development
would assist in filtering views. Overall low degree of change to
view associated with approximately 140m of the route. Minor
visual changes arising as a result of the management of the
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adjacent mature tree. Visual changes would be permanent and
reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
G105

Greensleeves and Bryn Cottage
Two-storey properties overlooking the A485. The
properties are located at a low elevation with views
to the west restricted by the surrounding topography
and mature woodland. Views to the east are short
in distance due to the surrounding woodland.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 90 at a distance of
approximately 320m from the rear elevation of Greensleeves.
The hillside topography would restrict views of the Proposed
Development. Overall no change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

R106

Llwyn-Y-Piod
Two-storey, south facing farm property. Mature
broadleaf trees filter views to the west. Agricultural
buildings filter views from the southwest to the
southeast.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 89 at a distance of
approximately 600m from the west elevation of the property.
Mature trees located to the west would restrict views of the
Proposed Development. Overall negligible degree of change to
view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G107

Greengrove, Gat-Wen and Marcholws
Greengrove is located at a lower elevation than the
Proposed Development within a small river valley.
Mature garden vegetation filters continuous open
views towards the Proposed Development to the
west.
Gat-Wen is a two- storey, north facing property.
Mature trees and garden vegetation filter views to
the west.
Marcholws is a northwest facing, two-storey farm
property with open views from upper storeys.
Properties within Bronwydd Arms including The
Coach House, Maes Yr Haf, Rhydhir, Rhyd-YBont, Trefynys, Pentrefynys and Tirbach
Combination of single and two-storey properties
overlooking the Gwili valley. Properties within
Bronwydd Arms are positioned at a low elevation
along the valley bottom. Views from these

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 91 at a distance of
approximately 920m from Gat-Wen. The surrounding
topography to the west would restrict views of the Proposed
Development from Greengrove. Views of the Proposed
Development from Gat-Wen and Marcholws would be glimpsed
at a considerable distance. Overall negligible degree of change
to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 100 at a distance of
approximately 530m from the west elevation of Trefynys. The
topography would restrict views of the Proposed Development.
Overall no change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

S108
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properties are medium distance and are enclosed
by the surrounding topography and mature trees.
The Coach House, Maes Yr Haf, Rhydhir, Rhyd-YBont, Trefynys, Pentrefynys and Tirbach are located
on the eastern slopes of the Gwili valley. Views to
the west are enclosed by the hillside topography.
R109

R110

Rhyd Fwyalchen
Two-storey northwest/southeast facing farm
property. Open medium distance views to the
southwest due to a lack of screening vegetation
surrounding the property. Agricultural buildings
surround the northwest of the property therefore
available views to the northwest are likely to be
glimpsed between buildings. A lower voltage
overhead line is visible in views to the east.

Medium (O)
Working farm

Nantfelys
Single storey east-west facing property. The
property is enclosed by hedgerow to the west and
south and shrubby garden vegetation to the east.
Long distance views to the north and west are
available over the Nant Felys river valley. Medium
distance views to the south largely filtered by high

High (O)

(i)

(ii)

(i)

(ii)
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Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line would be seen in views to
the east. The undergrounding activity would not result in the
loss of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change in view.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is at pole 95 at a distance of approximately 100m
from the east elevation of the property. The Proposed
Development would be visible approximately between poles 90
to 96 against a sky background in views to the southeast and
east from upper storey windows (additional poles may be visible
but at a greater distance and therefore less significant). Views
of the Proposed Development crossing the ridgeline to the north
from poles 97 to 110 may be glimpsed between farm buildings
from upper storey windows (additional poles may be visible but
at a greater distance and therefore less significant). Visual
changes arising in the vicinity of poles 98 to 99 as a result of
tree and scrub removal and management. Overall medium
degree of change to view associated with approximately 2.67km
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent but
irreversible due to the removal of trees. Significant (moderate)
visual effect.
Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line would be seen in views to
the west. The undergrounding activity would not result in the
loss of vegetation. Overall low degree of change in view. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 95 at a distance of
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hedgerow. A lower voltage overhead line is visible
in views to the west.

R111

Brynawel
Two storey, north facing property. Views to the
north are filtered by high hedgerow at ground level,
yet open and long distant over the Nant Felys river
valley from upper storey windows. Views to the
west are also screened at ground level by mature
evergreen garden vegetation, but open from upper
storey windows. Garden vegetation and a mature
broadleaf hedgerow tree filter views to the south. A
lower voltage overhead line is visible in views to the
northwest.

approximately 120m from the west elevation of the property.
Poles 90 to 94 would be visible against a sky background in
views to the south filtered by high hedgerow (additional poles
may be visible but at a greater distance and therefore less
significant). Poles 95 to 96 would be visible in the foreground of
views from the west of the property. Poles 97 to 110 would be
visible against both a land and sky background in views from the
north of the property (additional poles may be visible but at a
greater distance and therefore less significant). Visual changes
arising in the vicinity of poles 98 to 99 as a result of tree and
scrub removal and management. Overall medium degree of
change to view associated with approximately 2.67km of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent but irreversible.
Significant (moderate) visual effect.
High (O)

(i)

(ii)
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Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line would be glimpsed in views
to the west from upper storey windows. The undergrounding
activity would not result in the loss of vegetation. Overall
negligible degree of change in view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 95 at a distance of
approximately 180m from the west elevation of the property.
Poles 90 to 95 are likely to visible against a sky background in
views to the east and south from upper storey windows
(additional poles may be visible but at a greater distance and
therefore less significant). Poles 96 to 98 would be visible in the
foreground of views from the west of the property. The section
of Proposed Development between poles 99 to 110 would be
visible in the distance against a land background in views from
the north of the property. Visual changes arising in the vicinity of
poles 98 to 99 as a result of tree and scrub removal and
management. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 2.67km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but irreversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.
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G112

Properties approaching Peniel on A485
including Glyn-Y-Coed, Arwel, Sarn Helen,
Henffordd, Fairways, Brynsiriol and Brynhyfryd
Properties are in general two-storey and west facing
with mature garden vegetation, which in most cases
filters medium distance views to the west.
Properties overlook the A485.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development would be
viewed at some distance from the properties. In views to the
west the upper sections of poles 90 to 95 are likely to be
glimpsed in the distance against a sky background between
mature field boundary and or garden trees. No changes arising
as a result of vegetation removal or management. Overall
negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 780m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G113

Preswylfa, Cwrt, Cellidig, Ty Derwen, Nantaeron,
Rosellen, Wern, Rhoslan, Brynhelyg, Disgwylfa,
Craig Goch, Pentre, Llan Y Brenin and twostorey properties located on Cwrt Y Gloch
overlooking the A485.
Peniel
Combination of single and two storey properties that
are generally east facing. Limited mature visually
enclosing vegetation found along western property
boundaries resulting in generally open views to the
west over the Nant Feyls valley.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development would be
viewed at some distance from the properties. In views to the
west it is likely that the Proposed Development would be visible
approximately between poles 99 to 110 against a land
background and between groups of mature trees (additional
poles may be visible but at a greater distance and therefore less
significant). No changes arising as a result of vegetation
removal or management. Overall low degree of change to view
associated with approximately 1.4km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and reversible. Not Significant
(minor) visual effect.

G114

Bryn Hawddgar, Cwm Parc Farm, Peniel House
Care Home, Coombe Park Bungalow, Bryn Eryl,
Rhosdirion and Haulfryn
Combination of single and two-storey, southwest
facing properties. Views to the southwest from
upper storey windows of all properties. High
hedgerow filters views from ground floor windows.
A lower voltage overhead line is visible in views to
the south.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development would be
viewed at some distance from the properties. It is likely that the
Proposed Development would be visible from approximately
poles 99 to 110 in views to the west, against a land background
and between groups of mature trees (additional poles may be
visible but at a greater distance and therefore less significant).
No changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 1.4km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and reversible. Not Significant
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(negligible) visual effect.
S115

Peniel
Nucleated settlement of properties varying in
orientation and height. The intervening properties
and mature trees visually enclose long views to the
west towards the Proposed Development.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is in
excess of 600m from the properties. Views of the Proposed
Development would be restricted by built form and vegetation.
No changes arising as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R116

Morganwg
Two-storey, south facing property. The property is
surrounded by mature woodland to the north, east
and west. Roadside trees and garden vegetation
filter glimpsed views across the valley to the south.
Topography restricts views to the north and
northwest.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is
located in the vicinity of pole 103 at a distance of approximately
140m. Views of the Proposed Development to the north and
northwest would be restricted by the topography. It is likely that
the Proposed Development would be visible in glimpsed views
to the southwest from approximately poles 95 to 97 (additional
poles may be visible but at a greater distance and therefore less
significant). Views of the Proposed Development would be at
some distance and filtered through roadside vegetation. Overall
negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 340m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

R117

Cwm Hawddgar
Two-storey, southwest facing property. Ground
floor views to the southwest enclosed by agricultural
buildings and mature trees. Long distance views
over the Nant Felys river valley to the southwest
available from upper storey windows. Views to the
north, northwest and west are restricted by
topography.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is
located in the vicinity of pole 104 at a distance of approximately
230m. Views of the Proposed Development to the north and
northwest would be restricted by the topography. It is likely that
the Proposed Development approximately between poles 95 to
97 would be viewed crossing the ridgeline at Rhyd Fwyalchen in
distant views from upper storey windows. Overall negligible
degree of change to view associated with approximately 340m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
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R118

Parcygof
Northeast-southwest facing, working farm property.
Visually enclosing agricultural buildings and mature
trees are located to the west of the property. Open
views available to the northeast and south.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is
located in the vicinity of pole 106 at a distance of approximately
180m. Views of the Proposed Development to the north and
northwest approximately between poles 104 to106 would be
visible in glimpsed views to the southwest, filtered between
agricultural buildings and mature trees (additional poles may be
visible but at such a distance as to not be significant). Overall
low degree of change to view associated with approximately
220m of the route. Minor visual changes arising from the
removal or management of vegetation. Trees to be removed
would be seen in close proximity to retained woodland reducing
visual changes. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible due to the age and size of trees to be removed. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.

G119

Properties located on A485 north of Peniel
In general east west facing, single and two-storey
properties with open views to the west due to an
absence of visually enclosing vegetation.
Properties overlook the A485.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is
located in excess of 400m from all properties. It is likely that the
Proposed Development would be visible approximately between
poles101 to 112 would be viewed at a considerable distance
behind mature trees and woodland across the valley (additional
poles may be visible but at such a distance as to not be
significant). Minor visual changes arising from the removal or
management of vegetation. Overall low degree of change to
view associated with approximately 1.37Km of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and irreversible. Not Significant
(minor) visual effect.

G120

Gelli-Fergwm , Fellingelli and Llwynmartin Isaf
Gelli-Fergwm and Fellingelli are located at a low
elevation on the slopes of a river valley. Properties
are visually enclosed on all sides by mature trees
and garden vegetation.
Llwynmartin Isaf is located at a slightly higher
elevation than the other properties. Field boundary
trees restrict views towards the site.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): Views of the Proposed Development are
fully restricted by topography due to the lower elevation of these
properties and vegetation. No visual changes arising from the
removal or management of vegetation. Overall no change to
view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
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G121

Danycerrig and Danycerrig Annexe
Properties are located at a higher elevation than the
Proposed Development. Mature garden trees are
present and filter continuous open views in all
directions.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is
located in the vicinity of pole 108 at a distance of approximately
600m from the east elevation of Danycerrig Annexe. It is likely
that views of the Proposed Development would be glimpsed
approximately between poles102 to 111. The Proposed
Development would be viewed at a considerable distance and
garden trees would assist in filtering continuous open views.
Minor visual changes arising from the removal or management
of vegetation. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible. Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

pLCA10: Llanpumsaint Hills west of Rhydargaeau (see Figure 1 map 3)
G122

Wern and Cwmynys
Properties are located at a low elevation. A mature
broadleaf woodland block screens views to the
south and east from Wern. Densely planted, mature
hedgerow trees enclose medium to short distance
views in all directions from Cwmynys.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is
located in excess of 900m from the properties. Views of the
Proposed Development would be fully restricted by the
surrounding mature trees both adjacent to the properties and
within the wider landscape. No visual changes arising from the
removal or management of vegetation. Overall no change to
view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R123

Pen-cerrig
Two-storey southeast facing farm property, which is
visually enclosed to the southeast by agricultural
buildings and mature trees. Views of the wider
landscape to the southeast between agricultural
buildings are possible from upper storey windows.
Possible narrow ground level view is available to the
southwest between agricultural buildings.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 112 at a distance of
approximately 240m from the northeast elevation of the
property. Poles 111 to 114 are likely to be visible in views to the
southeast from upper storey rooms. No visual changes as a
result of vegetation removal or management. Overall low
degree of change to view associated with approximately 380m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent but reversible.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

R124

Cerrig Bychan

High (O)

(i)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
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Southeast facing property surrounded by
outbuildings from the southwest to the southeast. A
band of mature, broadleaf trees filters views to the
east.

(ii)

Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 114 at a distance of
approximately 230m from the northeast elevation of the
property. Agricultural buildings and mature trees would largely
screen views of the Proposed Development. However, glimpsed
views of the Proposed Development against a foreground of
mature trees approximately between poles 111 to 115 are likely
to occur from upper storey windows. Overall negligible degree
of change to view associated with approximately 490m of the
route. Visual changes would be permanent but reversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R125

Pentre Bach
Two storey, southwest facing farm property.
Agricultural buildings enclose views to the north and
northeast. Open views are available to the east and
south.

Medium (O)
Working farm

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 114 at a distance of
approximately 100m from the northeast elevation of the
property. The Proposed Development is likely to be visible in
views to the southeast approximately between poles 110 to 115
(additional poles may be visible but at such a distance as to not
be significant). No visual changes as a result of vegetation
removal or management. Overall medium degree of change to
view associated with approximately 580m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent but reversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.

G126

Properties located on A485 and the four
properties located on the western edge of Bro
Sarnau overlooking the A485
Largely west facing, single storey properties located
in a slightly elevated position. Medium to long
distance open views across the A485 to the west.
Gwalia garage and mature broadleaf hedgerow
trees provide localised screening of views from
Bro’R Awel.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 113 at a distance of
approximately 200m from the west elevation of Brynambor. The
Proposed Development would be visible approximately between
poles 111 to 121 against a largely land background in views to
the west (additional poles may be visible but at a greater
distance or in close proximity to vegetation and therefore less
significant). The tops of poles would be seen against the sky.
No visual changes as a result of vegetation removal or
management. Overall low degree of change to view associated
with approximately 1km of the route. Visual changes would be
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permanent but reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
G127

Remaining properties located on Bro Sarnau,
Llwynsarnau, Ysgubor Sarnau and Afallon
The properties on Bro Sarnau are single-storey and
west facing and are located in an elevated position
from the road. Views to the west are filtered by
neighbouring properties.
Llwynsarnau and Ysgubor Sarnau are single and
two-storey properties located in an elevated position
with open views to the west.
Afallon is a single storey, southeast facing property
with open views to the west.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of approximately 310m from
the properties. The Proposed Development would be visible
from approximately poles 107 to 113 against a largely land
background in views to the west (additional poles may be visible
but barely perceptible and therefore not significant). No visual
changes as a result of vegetation removal or management.
Overall low degree of change to view associated with
approximately 720m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent but reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

G128

Tyddyn Gwyn, Fronolau, Llwynberis, Llain-Wen,
Awel-Y-Grug, Gorllwyn, Frynlan, Cadwyn Aur,
Llainfelen, Pantyffynnon, Llwyn, Gordianne
Lodge, Fronhaul, Tycanol and Fforest Way
Northwest-southeast facing single and two-storey
properties. Main views from southwest facing
properties are from the front elevation and are
filtered at lower storeys by roadside hedgerow.
Views to the west are visually enclosed by
neighbouring properties.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of approximately 560m from
the properties. Views of the Proposed Development would be
largely restricted by built form in views to the west. The
Proposed Development may be visible from upper storey
windows approximately between poles 114 to 120 in long
distance views to the north. No visual changes as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R129

Penlan
Southeast facing property. Mature garden and
hedgerow trees surround the property filtering
views.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 600m from the property.
Mature trees to the northeast would screen views of the
Proposed Development. No visual changes as a result of
vegetation removal or management. Overall negligible degree
of change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G130

Tanlan and The Annexe
Single and two storey properties located in an
elevated position with views to the southwest over
the valley. Mature trees are located in close

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 116 at a distance of
approximately 570m from the properties. The Proposed
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proximity to The Annexe. A single small wind
turbine located on the ridgeline of Allt y Fawnen is
visible in views to the northwest.

Development would be visible at a distance approximately
between poles 116 to 120. The development would be largely
viewed against farmland with tops of poles in elevated areas
visible against the sky. Visual changes arising as a result of
vegetation removal or management would be barely discernible
at such a distance. Overall low degree of change to view.
Visual changes would be permanent and irreversible due to the
removal of mature trees. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

G131

Glyn Caredig, Glyn Caredig Barn, Godre Rhiw
and Hideaway
Glyn Caredig is a northwest facing single-storey
property. Glyn Caredig Barn is a south facing twostorey property. Godre Rhiw and Hideaway are
west facing properties that are single storey and
two-storey properties respectively. Open views are
available to the northwest towards Allt y Fawnen
from all properties. A single small wind turbine
located on the ridgeline of Allt y Fawnen is visible in
views to the northwest.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 116 at a distance of
approximately 250m from the northwest elevation of Glyn
Caredig Barn. The Proposed Development would be visible
from poles 115 to 120 (additional poles may be visible but at a
greater distance and therefore less significant). Poles 119 to
120 would be viewed against sky, but in relatively close
proximity to mature broadleaf trees located along the river.
Visual changes would occur due to the removal and
management of trees along the Nant Brechfa. Overall low
degree of change to view associated with approximately 660m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible due to the removal of mature trees. Not Significant
(minor) visual effect.

S132

Rhydargaeau
Settlement of single and two-storey buildings with
varied orientations. All properties experience
internal or external views of Allt y Fawnen to the
west. General absence of significant visually
screening vegetation. A single small wind turbine
located on the ridgeline of Allt y Fawnen is visible in
views to the northwest.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 118 at a distance of
approximately 250m from Bronant. It is likely that the Proposed
Development would be visible approximately between poles 116
to 120 (additional poles may be visible but at a greater distance
and therefore less significant). Poles 118 to 120 would be
viewed against a sky background. Visual changes due to the
removal and management of trees along the Nant Brechfa are
likely to be experienced by two-storey properties located at a
higher elevation. Overall low degree of change to view
associated with approximately 560m of the route. Visual
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changes would be permanent and irreversible due to the
removal of mature trees. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
R133

Caepentwr
This property is located at a lower elevation than the
site and enclosed by a block of densely planted
mature trees to the west restricting views.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): Mature tree cover in close proximity to
the property restricts views of the development. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

R134

Pentremawr
Two-storey, west facing property enclosed to the
west by mature broadleaf trees. High evergreen
hedge present along the north of the property. Long
distance views available to the southeast
incorporating Allt y Fawnen and the Nant Brechfa
valley.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 118 at a distance of
approximately 270m from the northeast elevation of the
property. The Proposed Development would be visible
approximately between poles 114 to 121 viewed against a sky
background in elevated areas close to the property. No visual
changes due to the removal and management of vegetation.
Overall medium degree of change to view associated with
approximately 890m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and reversible due to the removal of mature trees.
Significant (moderate) visual effect.

G135

Pantrasol and Trebwl
Pantrasol is an east facing property located at an
elevated position. An out building and mature trees
enclose views to the east.
Trebwl is a northeast facing working farm. Visually
enclosing agricultural buildings are located to the
south. Long views are available to the northeast.
A block of woodland restricts views to the east from
both properties.
A single small wind turbine located on the ridgeline
of Allt y Fawnen is visible in views to the northwest.

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 120 at a distance of
approximately 490m from the east elevation of Pantrasol. The
Proposed Development would be visible approximately between
poles 111 to 125 viewed against a sky background as the route
crosses elevated areas (additional poles may be visible but at a
greater distance and therefore less significant). No visual
changes due to the removal and management of vegetation.
Overall negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 1.7km of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and fully reversible. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.

R136

Blaengors

High (O)

(i)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
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South facing property. Views are enclosed by the
relatively close proximity of broadleaf field boundary
trees and hedgerow surrounding the property.

(ii)

Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 126 at a distance of
approximately 270m from the east elevation of the property.
The Proposed Development would not be visible within views
from the property due to the surrounding tree cover. However,
visual changes may occur due to the removal of mature
coniferous trees which may be perceptible from the property.
Overall negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 140m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G137

North of Rhydargaeau (Tiffany Lodge, Clos Yr
Eos, Llwynreos)
North and south facing one and two-storey
properties. Open views to the south from Clos Yr
Eos and to the north from upper storey windows.
Visually enclosing garden vegetation to the rear of
both Tiffany Lodge and Llwynreos. Open views to
the east and northeast from Tiffany Lodge.
Glimpsed views to the north are filtered through
garden vegetation from Llwynreos. A single small
wind turbine located on the ridgeline of Allt y
Fawnen and is just visible in views to the southwest.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 124 at a distance of
approximately 130m from the west elevation of Tiffany Lodge.
The Proposed Development would be glimpsed between field
boundary trees and garden vegetation in views to the north.
Tiffany Lodge and Clos Yr Eos would experience views of the
Proposed Development descending down Allt Y Fawnen from
approximately pole 123 to 126. Visual changes due to the
removal of mature coniferous trees would be experienced from
all properties. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 340m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and irreversible due to the
removal of mature trees. Significant (moderate) visual effect.

G138

North of Rhydargaeau (Maes Dawel, Gwaun,
Cartref Y Barcud, Ann A Drew, Fox View, Tir
Coed, Garreg Llwyd, Llygad Yr Haul)
Combination of single and two-storey, north-south
facing properties. Garden vegetation along rear
boundaries of south facing properties creates a
degree of visual enclosure along with broadleaf field
boundary trees. Views from north facing properties
are enclosed at ground level to the north by the
surrounding buildings however upper storey open

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 125 at a distance of
approximately 120m from the northeast elevation of Maes
Dawel. It is likely that the Proposed Development would be
glimpsed between field boundary trees and garden vegetation in
views to the north approximately between poles 126 to 129.
Visual changes due to the removal of mature coniferous trees.
Overall low degree of change to view associated with
approximately 380m of the route. Visual changes would be
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views are available. Views to the south from north
facing properties are into the hillside.

permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

G139

North Ryhdargaeau
Cluster of single and two-storey properties. Long
views from the properties to the west and northwest
are enclosed by the close proximity of neighbouring
buildings and mature trees within gardens and the
wider landscape.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 125 at a distance of
approximately 280m from the west elevation of Gerynant. Views
of the Proposed Development would be restricted by the
surrounding built form and vegetation. Minor visual changes
due to the removal of mature coniferous trees may be glimpsed
between buildings. Overall negligible degree of change to view.
Visual changes would be permanent and irreversible due to the
removal of mature trees. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G140

Houses along Bro Llawddog (A485) and
Rhandir, North Rhydargaeau
Combination of one and two-storey, generally east
facing properties. Relatively open views to the west
from the rear of properties. Views to the west are
medium distance over flat agricultural and
marshland. Clear views are filtered through mature
broadleaf field boundary trees, hedgerow and
scattered tree cover in the wider landscape.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at some distance from the properties.
Upper sections of the Proposed Development would be visible in
views to the west. Visual changes would occur due to the
removal of mature coniferous trees seen in the distance. Overall
low degree of change to view. Visual changes would be
permanent and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees
seen in the distance. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G141

Gors Farm, The Bungalow (Gors Farm),
Ffoshelyg, Dolgerdd
Combination of single and two-storey properties
orientated to overlook the small river valley to the
east, away from the Proposed Development.
Mature hedgerow trees and topography enclose
medium distance views to the west from Gors Farm
and The Bungalow. Long views to the north are
available from Gors Farm.
Long views to the southeast are available from
Ffoshelyg with views to the west enclosed by
mature broadleaf trees.

High-Medium/high (O)
Includes a working farm
property.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in excess of 740m from the west elevation of
Ffoshelyg. A combination of topography and mature vegetation
fully restricts views of the Proposed Development. Overall no
change to view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
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Dolgerdd is surrounding by visually enclosing
mature broadleaf trees.
R142

Clover Hill
Two-storey property with long distance open views
in all directions. Agricultural buildings are located to
the south east of the property.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in excess of 900m from the property. The
Proposed Development would be visible as it descends into the
valley bottom in the vicinity of pole 134. The Proposed
Development would be viewed at such as distance as to be
barely perceptible within the view. Overall negligible degree of
change in view. No visual changes arising due to the removal of
vegetation. Visual changes would be permanent and fully
reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G143

Bedw, Y Bwthyn Bedw, Y Bedw
Cluster of east-west facing properties. Mature
broadleaf trees and shrubs filter views in all
directions from the properties creating medium
distance glimpsed views.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 130 at approximately 300m
from the west elevation of Bedw. Upper sections of the
Proposed Development are likely to be glimpsed in views from
upper storey windows to the west approximately between poles
128 to 131. Visual changes would occur due to the removal of
mature coniferous trees seen in the distance. Overall low
degree of change to view associated with approximately 360m
of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible due to the removal of mature trees seen in the
distance. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

R144

Ffos Y Broga
The property is visually enclosed on all sides by
mature, broadleaf trees. Agricultural buildings are
located to the south of the property. Bands of
densely planted field boundary trees are present in
close proximity to the property.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is approximately 350m from the east elevation the
property. Views of the Proposed Development would be fully
restricted by the surrounding mature, broadleaf trees. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. Not significant (negligible)
visual effect.

pLCA11: Llanpumsaint Basin (Pontarsais) (see Figure 1 map 3 & 4)
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G145

Bronhaul, Bryn-meillon, Ty-newedd
Cluster of farm properties in an elevated location
with long distance reasonably open views from
upper storey windows over the valley to the
southwest.

High(O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 131 at a distance
of approximately 460m. It is likely that the Proposed
Development would be visible at some distance against a land
background in views to the southwest. It is likely that upper
sections of the Proposed Development would be glimpsed in
views from upper storey windows to the west approximately
between poles 129 to 131 (additional poles may be visible but at
a greater distance and viewed between mature trees therefore
less significant). No visual changes arising due to the removal
and management of vegetation. Overall low degree of change
to view associated with approximately 270m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and reversible. Not significant
(minor) visual effect.

S146

Pontarsais
Linear settlement of one and two storey properties
overlooking the Nant Boncath valley to the west.
Views are long distance and filtered in localised
areas by mature, broadleaf, garden and hedgerow
trees. There is a high presence of mature trees
within wider views of the valley bottom. West facing
properties overlook the A485.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road for west
facing properties.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development would be
glimpsed between mature trees at some distance in views to the
southwest against a land background. Localised tree cover in
close proximity to individual properties would result in these
properties experiencing no change in view. Visual changes
arising due to the removal and management of vegetation
including mature trees. Overall negligible degree of change to
view. Visual changes would be permanent and irreversible due
to the removal of mature trees. Not Significant (negligible)
visual effect.

G147

Trewithian House and Haulfryn
West facing, two-storey properties with long
distance views to the west over the Nant Boncath
valley. Views to the west are open from Trewithian
House. Broadleaf garden vegetation filters views
from Haulfryn. Properties overlook the A485. A
lower voltage overhead line is present in the view.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)

Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
existing lower voltage overhead line that may occur between
poles 143 and 144 would be visible in views to the west. The
undergrounding activity would not result in the loss of
vegetation. Overall low degree of change in view. Not
Significant (minor) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is approximately 140m from the west elevation of

(ii)
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Haulfryn. The Proposed Development would be visible against
land in views to the west approximately between poles 137 to
144 (additional poles may be visible but at a greater distance
and therefore less significant). Visual changes arising due to the
removal and management of mature trees would be barely
perceptible. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 810m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and irreversible due to the
removal of mature trees. Significant (moderate) visual effect.
R148

Troedrhiwcefn
South facing, two-storey property with open views
over the small valley to the south. Agricultural
buildings enclose views to the west. Garden
vegetation encloses views to the north.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is approximately 310m from the northwest
elevation of the property. Views of the Proposed Development
to the west would be fully restricted by agricultural buildings.
Glimpses of the Proposed Development in views to the
southwest would be viewed at such a distance and between
mature trees as to be barely perceptible. Visual changes arising
due to the removal and management of vegetation would be
barely perceptible in views to the southwest. Overall negligible
degree of change to view. Visual changes would be permanent
and irreversible due to the removal of mature trees. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

G149

Three Wheels Farm and Cym
Cym is surrounded by mature trees to the east and
south with open views available to the west.
Medium to short distance views are enclosed by
densely planted field boundary trees are available to
the east of Three Wheels Farm.

Medium(O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in excess of 940m from the properties. Mature
field boundary trees and woodland within the wider landscape
would filter views of the Proposed Development to the west. No
visual changes arising due to the removal and management of
vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R150

Glancorrwg
South facing two-storey property located in an
elevated position with open, long distance

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)

Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
lower voltage overhead line that may occur between poles 136
to 137 and 142 to 143 would be glimpsed in views over the
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panoramic views to the south, east and north.
Agricultural buildings visually enclose views to the
west.
(ii)

valley to the east. The undergrounding activity would not result
in the loss of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change in
view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 137 and a distance of
approximately 260m from the east elevation of the property.
The Proposed Development would be visible from approximately
poles 130 to 144 (additional poles may be visible but barely
perceptible and therefore not significant). Minor visual changes
arising due to the removal and management of vegetation.
Overall low degree of change to view. Not Significant (minor)
visual effect.

R151

Bryn Farm
South facing, two -storey property with long distance
views to the south over the Nant y Boncath valley
bottom and surrounding slopes.

Medium (O)
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in excess of 600m from the property. The
Proposed Development would be visible as a small element
against a foreground and background of trees and agricultural
land in views to the south. Changes arising from the removal
and management of trees would be barely perceptible when
viewed at this distance. Overall negligible degree of change to
view. Visual changes would be permanent and irreversible. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R152

Bryn Briallu
Southwest facing, two-storey property. The
surrounding, densely planted, mature, broadleaf
trees enclose views from the property.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the route is in
excess of 500m from the property. The surrounding garden
trees would restrict views of the Proposed Development. Barely
perceptible visual changes arising due to the removal and
management of vegetation due to the surrounding garden trees.
Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

R153

Glanboncath
East facing two-storey property. The only view from
the property is to the east, which is of short to
medium distance.

High

(i)

Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
lower voltage overhead line that may occur between poles 143
and 144 would be heavily filtered by hedgerows and trees in
views to the south. The undergrounding activity would not result
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(ii)

in the loss of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change in
view. Not Significant visual effect. Not Significant
(negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 145 at a distance of
approximately 80m from the east elevation of the property. The
Proposed Development would be visible at relatively close range
against farmland approximately between poles 145 to 146.
Visual changes arising due to the removal and management of
field boundary vegetation would be perceptible from external
views however are not likely to be seen from within the property.
Overall medium degree of change to view associated with
approximately 220m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and reversible. Significant (moderate) visual effect.

R154

Maesglyn
Two-storey east facing property. Densely planted,
mature, broadleaf trees screen views to the east.
Potential glimpsed views to the east through dense
vegetation are available from upper storey windows.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 145 at a distance of
approximately 70m from the southeast elevation of the property.
Views of the Proposed Development are unlikely due to the
dense tree cover. However, there is the potential for glimpsed
views from upper storey windows filtered through trees. Overall
low degree of change to view associated with approximately
70m of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

R155

Troed- Rhiw-Newydd
West facing, two-storey property. Located in a
slightly elevated position above the road. Open,
medium distance views over the Nant Boncath river
valley to the west due to the absence of visually
enclosing garden vegetation.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)

Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
lower voltage overhead line that may occur between poles 147
and 148 would be visible in views to the west. The
undergrounding activity would not result in the loss of
vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change in view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 147 at a distance of
approximately 110m from the west elevation of the property.
Poles 146 to 148 would be visible within main views at relatively
close range against a hillside background. Visual changes

(ii)
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would also arise as a result of the removal and management of
field boundary trees. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 320m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and irreversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.
R156

Nant y Boncath
Southeast facing, two-storey farm property
surrounded by agricultural buildings to the east.
Medium distance views over the farmyard are
available from upper and lower windows. Mature
riverside trees filter views of the A485.

Medium to high (O).
Working farm but laid
out to take advantage
of views to east.

(i)

(ii)

R157

Troed y Bryn
Southwest facing, two-storey property. Located in a
slightly elevated position above the road. Main
views to the southwest are largely screened by
mature, broadleaf garden trees. Glimpsed views to
the southwest are available from upper-storey
windows.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)

(ii)
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Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
lower voltage overhead line that may occur between poles 147
and 148 and 148 to 149 would be visible in glimpsed views to
the southeast behind riverside tree cover. The undergrounding
activity would not result in the loss of vegetation. Overall
negligible degree of change in view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 148 at a distance of
approximately 100m from the northeast elevation of the
property. It is likely that views of the Proposed Development
would be seen between farm buildings with the tops of poles 148
and 149 visible above riverside trees against a hillside
background. Minor visual changes would occur as a result of
the management of trees. Overall medium degree of change to
view associated with approximately 110m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and reversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.
Construction phase (O): The undergrounding activity of the
lower voltage overhead line that may occur between poles 147
and 148 would be visible in views to the west. The
undergrounding activity would not result in the loss of
vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change in view. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 148 at a distance of
approximately 90m from the northwest elevation of the property.
Views of the Proposed Development would largely be obscured
by garden vegetation. There is the potential for glimpsed views
through garden vegetation of poles 146 to 147 and the
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associated vegetation removal across the busy A485. Overall
low degree of change to view associated with approximately
240m of the route. Visual changes would be permanent and
reversible. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
H158

Siramik Bed & Breakfast
Working farm property including bed and breakfast
accommodation. Two-storey, southwest facing
property. Agricultural buildings enclose ground floor
views and filter upper storey views to the southwest.

High to Medium/high
(O).
Combination of working
farm property and bed
and breakfast.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 148 at a distance of
approximately 620m from the south elevation of the property.
Agricultural buildings and mature trees within the wider
landscape would largely obscure views of the Proposed
Development. Filtered views of the upper sections of the
Proposed Development approximately between poles 147 to
148 are likely to be available from upper storey windows. No
visual changes arising as a result of the removal or management
of vegetation. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 110m of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and reversible. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

R159

Llwyndrissy
North facing property with long views to the north
overlooking the valley bottom. Views to the west
are visually enclosed in the short to medium
distance by densely planted mature hedgerow trees
and a small block of woodland.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is in excess of 660m from the property. Tree
cover within the wider landscape would restrict views of the
Proposed Development to the west. No visual changes arising
as a result of the removal or management of vegetation. Overall
negligible degree of change to view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

R160

Llwyncalennig
Elevated property enclosed to northeast by tree
cover and large farm buildings. Principal aspect
and view to northwest (away from the route of the
Proposed Development). Garden vegetation
including mature trees and hedgerow are present to
the south east of the property and filter views.

Medium (O).
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in the vicinity of pole 152 at a distance of
approximately 210m from the northeast side elevation of the
property. The Proposed Development would be visible at pole
152, which is seen in views filtered through garden vegetation.
Overall negligible degree of change to view. Not Significant
(negligible).
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R161

Llwyn Newydd
Single storey property in elevated position with long
rear views into valley to the northwest (facing into
slope to the south east). Absence of visually
enclosing vegetation in vicinity of property (very
limited garden planting and hedgerow to north west
at lower elevation allowing open views beyond). A
lower voltage overhead line and telephone wires are
visible at close range.

Medium – High (O)
Working farm
surrounded by large
buildings and paddock
areas but available
views to north west
likely to be valued by
occupiers.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at pole 153 at a distance of
approximately 120m from the rear elevation but at substantially
lower elevation. The proposed development would be seen
from approximately poles 151 to 154. The Proposed
Development would be seen against land to the north and west.
To the south the Proposed Development would be seen against
a sky background but in close proximity to field boundary trees.
Visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal and
management of mature and semi-mature field boundary trees.
Overall medium degree of change to view associated with
approximately 440m length of the route. Visual changes would
be permanent but irreversible. Significant (moderate) visual
effect.

G162

Penwaun, Ysgubor Penwaun
Penwaun is a northeast facing, two-storey building.
The neighbouring property Ysgubor Penwaun and
mature broadleaf trees obscure views to the
northeast. Clear views to the northwest are
obscured by hedgerow trees. Garden vegetation
and an outbuilding screen views to the southwest.
Ysgubor Penwaun is an east facing, single storey
property. Mature field boundary trees obstruct clear
views to the west. A stable block and arena are
located to the north of the property.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 155 at a distance
of approximately 230m from the northwest elevation of
Penwaun, but at substantially lower elevation. The Proposed
Development would be glimpsed between field boundary trees in
views to the northwest, approximately between poles 154 to
155. The Proposed Development would be visible at pole 151 in
views to the southwest with potential glimpses of pole 153.
Visual changes arising as a result of vegetation removal and
management of mature and semi-mature field boundary trees.
Overall low degree of change to view associated with
approximately 600m length of the route. Visual changes would
be permanent, but irreversible. Not Significant (minor) visual
effect.

G163

Dolau Bach, Boncath Villa, Rhydygar, Maes Y
Gar
Cluster of single and two-storey properties
orientated to face the A485. Internal middle

Medium to high (O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 270m. Intervening
vegetation obstructs continuous clear views of the Proposed
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distance views to the southwest and west are
available from all properties with the exception of
Boncath Villa. Medium distance external views to
the southwest are available from all properties.
Mature field boundary trees provide localised
obstruction within views to the southeast. A lower
voltage overhead line and telephone wires are
visible at close range.

Development in places. The Proposed Development would be
visible approximately between poles 150 to 152, which would be
viewed against a sky background. Minor visual changes arising
as a result of the management of mature field boundary trees in
an elevated position on the hillside to the southwest. Visual
changes would be permanent and irreversible due to the
management of a mature tree. Overall low degree of change to
view associated with approximately 230m length of the route.
Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

pLCA12: North East Llanpumsaint Basin - South of Alltwalis (see Figure 1 map 4)
R164

Llwynglas
South facing, two-storey farm property. Visually
enclosed by agricultural buildings to the south. No
internal views to the east. External views of the
wider landscape available to the east between
agricultural buildings.

Medium – High (O)
Working farm
surrounded by large
buildings and paddock
areas but available
views to north west
likely to be valued by
occupiers. Holiday let
consented.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at approximately 380m from the south
elevation of the property in the vicinity of pole 150. The
Proposed Development would be visible from upper storey
windows approximately between poles 150 to 152 however
views are restricted by adjacent farm buildings. Minor visual
changes arising as a result of the management of mature field
boundary trees in an elevated position on the hillside to the
southwest. Visual changes would be permanent and
irreversible due to the management of a mature tree. Overall
low degree of change to view associated with approximately
230m length of the route. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

R165

Derlwyn Villa
East facing, two-storey property with main aspect
orientated towards the A485. Relatively open,
elevated views available from rear windows over the
valley to the west. External views available to the
southwest.

Medium to high (O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The Proposed Development is likely to
be glimpsed at some distance between trees in the valley
bottom. Visual changes arising as a result of the removal of
vegetation would be barely perceptible at this distance. Overall
negligible degree of change to view associated with
approximately 350m of the route. Visual changes would be
permanent and reversible. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

G166

Derlwyn College and Blaen Madog

Medium to high (O).

(i)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
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Single and two-storey, west facing properties
overlooking the A485. Roadside hedgerow filters
views to the west from Derlwyn College. Blaen
Madog is surrounded by mature garden vegetation
and young broadleaf trees, screening views to the
west and north.

Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(ii)

Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 300m. Views of the
Proposed Development from both properties would be screened
by broadleaf vegetation. The Proposed Development is located
at a much lower elevation to the west therefore mitigating
potential views. Potential views of the Proposed Development
to the north would be restricted by vegetation. Overall negligible
degree in change of view. Not Significant (negligible) visual
effect.

R167

Derlwyn Farm
Southwest facing, two-storey property. Visually
enclosing agricultural buildings are located from the
northwest to the southwest of the property. Mature
broadleaf trees and garden vegetation enclose
views to the south of the property. Open views are
available to the north, which are partially filtered by
mature trees in the wider landscape.

Medium (O).
Working farm.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located at pole 163 at a distance of
approximately 780km from the north elevation of the property.
Agricultural buildings would restrict views of the Proposed
Development to the west. The overhead line would be viewed
at such a distance as to be barely perceptible in the view.
Overall negligible degree in change of view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

R168

Waun Uchaf
North/south facing property surrounded by mature
trees to the southeast and east. Mature garden
trees are located immediately adjacent to the
southeast elevation of the property.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located approximately 160m from the east
elevation of the property in the vicinity of pole 155. The views of
the Proposed Development to the east would be filtered by
mature trees. The upper sections of poles 155 to 156 would be
visible, seen above the tops of mature broadleaf trees. Visual
changes would arise as a result of the removal and
management of mature trees and vegetation. Overall low
degree in change of view. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

G169

Dyffryn Croes, Dyffryn Croes House and 2
Dyffryn Croes
Cluster of single and two storey properties. Long
views from the properties are filtered by surrounding
field boundary trees and garden vegetation.

Medium to high (O).
Value of visual amenity
affected by proximity to
main road.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located approximately 110m from the north
elevation of Dyffryn Croes in the vicinity of pole 159. Poles 158
to 160 would be visible above field boundary trees in views to
the north and west from all properties with the exception of 2
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Dyffryn Croes. Visual changes would arise due to the removal
and or management of mature field boundary trees located to
the northwest. Overall medium degree of change to view
associated with approximately 270m length of the route. Visual
changes would be permanent and irreversible. Significant
(moderate) visual effect.
G170

Derlwyn Mansion and Derlwyn Cottage
Views to the west and east are screened by mature
broadleaf trees and garden vegetation. Views to the
northwest appear to be obstructed by out buildings.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of Proposed
Development is located approximately 160m from the north
elevation of Derlwyn Cottage in the vicinity of pole 159. A
combination of mature trees and outbuildings are likely to filter
views. Visual changes would arise due to the loss of mature
field boundary trees. Overall medium degree of change to view.
Visual changes would be permanent and irreversible.
Significant (moderate) visual effect.

R171

Cil Clyn
Single storey northeast facing property. Views to
the east are screened by an embankment and
vegetation. Views to the south are filtered by
adjacent mature broadleaf field boundary trees.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located approximately 90m from the south
elevation of the property in the vicinity of pole 160. Views of the
Proposed Development would be filtered by mature trees to the
south and east. Filtered views of the tops of poles 159 to 162
would be visible above and through trees canopies in views to
the south and east. Visual changes would arise from the
removal of mature field boundary trees. Overall medium degree
of change to view associated with approximately 270m length of
the route due to the screening effects of garden vegetation and
built form. Visual changes would be permanent and reversible.
Significant (moderate) visual effect.
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R172

Cefn Y Bedd
North/south facing property located in an elevated
position with open views over the valley bottom.
Views to the southeast and east are filtered by a
block of mature mixed woodland.

Medium – High (O)
Working farm
orientated to take
advantage of views to
the south.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in excess of 700m from the property. The
Proposed Development would be barely perceptible in views to
the south as it crosses the valley bottom due to the high density
of hedgerow trees in this area and the distance from which the
Proposed Development would be viewed. Views of the
Proposed Development to the east would be screened by
mature woodland. Overall negligible degree of change to view
associated with approximately 930m length of the route. Visual
changes arising from the removal or management of vegetation
would be barely perceptible at such a distance. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect. Visual changes would be permanent
and reversible.

S173

Alltwalis and Cil Y Graig
Settlement of single and two-storey properties. The
high numbers of mature field boundary trees provide
localised screening. Long distance views to the
south are likely from properties in elevated areas of
the village and properties to the south of the village.
Views would largely be filtered through mature field
boundary trees and garden vegetation. Views from
Cil Y Graig are enclosed to the north by mature,
broadleaf, roadside trees.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in excess of 450m from the south elevation of
Wallis Lodge at pole 164. Views of the Proposed Development
are unlikely from most properties. Where views would occur to
the southeast, these would be seen against a background of
trees and agricultural land. The Proposed Development would
be visible at a distance, approximately between poles 165 to
167 (additional poles may be visible but barely perceptible and
therefore not significant) Overall negligible degree of change to
view associated with approximately 230m length of the route
due to the screening effects of garden vegetation and built form.
Not Significant (negligible) visual effect. Visual changes would
be permanent and irreversible in views where areas of removed
mature vegetation are visible.

R174

Glynadda
Property surrounded by mature trees to the north
and northwest. Agricultural buildings obstruct views
to the west. Relatively open views to the northeast.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is approximately 220m from the north elevation of
the property in the vicinity of pole 166. The Proposed
Development is likely to be visible in views to the northwest
approximately between poles 169 to 171. Minor visual changes
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arising from the removal of vegetation. Overall low degree of
change in view associated with approximately 250m of the
route. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.
G175

Tir Y Wennol, Llwynwalter Bungalow
Two storey and single storey properties visually
enclosed by mature broadleaf trees along field
boundaries and within a small woodland block.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is approximately 240m from the southeast
elevation of Llwynwalter Bungalow in the vicinity of pole 169.
Views of the Proposed Development would be screened by
mature hedgerow trees and a woodland block. Overall
negligible degree of change in view. Not Significant
(negligible) visual effect.

H176

Glyn Coch
East facing, single storey, bed and breakfast
property. Visually enclosed by high hedgerow to the
south and garden vegetation to the north. Medium
distance views into the slope over agricultural fields
to the east. Views are filtered by boundary
hedgerow and enclosed in the medium distance by
mature, broadleaf, hedgerow trees.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is in excess of 360m in the vicinity of pole 168.
Views of the Proposed Development would be screened by
mature hedgerow trees. Overall negligible degree of change in
view. Not Significant (negligible) visual effect.

R177

Llwynteg
Northwest facing, two- storey property. Views to the
northwest are filtered at ground level by outbuildings
and garden vegetation. Views to the southeast are
restricted by vegetation at ground level, but
potentially open from upper storey windows.

High (O)

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in the vicinity of pole 172 at a distance
of approximately 310m from the southeast elevation of the
property. The Proposed Development would be visible in views
to the southeast approximately between poles 174 to 178
(additional poles may be visible but at such a distance as to not
be significant) against the skyline. Overall medium degree of
change in view associated with approximately 530m of the
route. Significant (moderate) visual effect.

R178

Alltwalis Farm

Medium (O)

(i)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
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Two-storey east facing property located at a low
elevation in the valley bottom. The main views from
the property are to the east. Open long distance
views are available to the south.

Working farm

(ii)

Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is located in excess of 700m from the property.
The Proposed Development is likely to form a barely discernible
feature crossing the skyline in views to the southeast
approximately between poles 174 to178 due to the distance of
the view (additional poles may be visible but at such a distance
as to not be significant). Overall negligible degree of change in
view associated with approximately 530m of the route. Not
Significant (negligible) visual effect.

Medium – High (O)
Working farm
surrounded by large
buildings and farm
equipment areas but
available views to the
west and east are likely
to be valued by
occupiers.

(i)
(ii)

Construction phase (O): Not Significant (negligible).
Operational phase (O): The closest section of the Proposed
Development is approximately 210m from the north elevation of
the property at pole 171. Mature hedgerow trees to the north,
west and northwest would filter views of the Proposed
Development. However glimpses of the upper sections of the
Proposed Development approximately between poles 175 to
181 would be seen behind a foreground of mature garden trees
and vegetation (additional poles may be visible but at a greater
distance and therefore less significant). Overall low degree of
change in view associated with approximately 1.1km of the
route. Not Significant (minor) visual effect.

pLCA13: Brechfa Forest West (see Figure 1 map 4)
R179

Lanclyn-Adda
Two-storey, west facing farm property. Visually
enclosing agricultural buildings are located to the
northwest and southwest. Mature, densely planted
garden and field boundary trees filter short to
medium distance views to the north and the east.
Long distance views overlooking the garden
available to the east.
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